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EDITORIAL NOTE
The Philippine National Security Strategy (NSS) acknowledges that the “rivalry of
major powers spawned largely by the rise of China”—in political, economic, and
military terms—is the “most important long-term strategic concern of the Asia
Pacific region.” The NSS officially articulates what everyone already knew—that
China’s phenomenal rise as a regional and global power will create opportunities
as well as challenges especially for those identified as allies and partners of the
United States. With the US not anymore shying away from tagging China as a
“revisionist power” while asserting in numerous occasions that it is still an Asia
Pacific power, the great-power competition between China and the US will
certainly be the main feature or the ordering principle of the regional and global
strategic environment. The dynamics between China and the US seem to be the
principal factor in the Asian geopolitical equation.
The nature of interaction between China and the US greatly influences the norms
and modes of cooperation, formal and informal rules of interaction at sea and
across borders, defense spending, economic growth, trade relations, domestic
political dynamics, and even the sense of history and national honor of all other
countries in the region. Countries, big and small, all grapple with geopolitical
shifts that the China-US rivalry has brought upon the Asia Pacific strategic
landscape.
The reverberations of the China-US rivalry are seen in the discussions and debates
about bilateral relations and defense commitments between and among allies.
The Philippines, for one, has borne witness to numerous policy discussions about
the nature, scope, and limits of American commitment to the defense of the
Philippines in light of Chinese aggressive behavior in the West Philippine Sea.
Some quarters have raised serious doubts on the resilience of Philippines-US
defense ties and whether the Mutual Defense Treaty (MDT) between the two allies
provides ample deterrence against Chinese maritime ambitions. There have also
been issues in relation to which scenarios, what kind of tactics, and which level of
use of force or armed attack warrant an invocation of the MDT. Despite general
statements of reassurance from leaders and opinion-makers of both countries,
questions about the tenacity and relevance of Philippine-US alliance have still
lingered.
The tone and rhetoric of Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte in relation to the
United States, without a doubt, has caused quite a stir and, to some extent, a
disruption in bilateral defense engagements, chief among which is the Visiting
Forces Agreement (VFA). Although, as of the time of writing, the VFA stays
relatively untouched, disruptive presidential pronouncements and shifts in
foreign policy approaches have invariably influenced the rhythm and mood of
Philippines’ bilateral dealings with the US. Such reorientation, in rhetoric at the
very least, of Philippine relations with China and US has brought to the fore of
policy conversations more perspectives about the MDT itself.
At the domestic level, the Filipino people have witnessed noteworthy shifts in
pursuit of peace and stability in Mindanao. The Philippines has officially ushered
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in another great (and hopefully a successful) experiment to further promote
lasting peace and stability in Mindanao through the enactment of the Bangsamoro
Organic Law (BOL). The BOL, seen as the culmination of years of negotiations and
consultation between relevant parties and across administrations, had set the
stage for the Bangsamoro Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao (BARMM).
The new order in Mindanao, however, presents new and old challenges as much as
welcome opportunities. Discussions on the granular details of the BARMM relate
to the devolution of powers and responsibilities from the central government,
border management, and sharing of power, responsibilities, and resources, among
others.
One of the many challenges that the central government and the BARMM need to
grapple with is the impending resurgence of Islamic fundamentalism across the
globe. Taliban’s return to power in Afghanistan seems to be the proverbial canary
in the coal mine; it is seen by some as the opening salvo of a potentially new wave
of Islamism in many countries across the globe, including the Philippines.
Aside from ideological inspiration and transnational linkages, disruptive
technologies, including financial technologies, can also animate and fuel the
threat of terrorism in the country. Loopholes and risks in the financial regulatory
environment in the country can be exploited by terrorist and criminal elements
operating across borders.
On top of the geopolitical contest between major powers and the possible
resurgence of terrorism aided by ideological or financial means, a wide spectrum
of disruptive disasters, both natural and human-induced, has also tested the
Philippine government’s capacity and the people’s resilience. Natural disasters,
especially typhoons, have perennially battered communities especially the
economically poor ones. The Marawi Siege in 2017 left deep scars in our collective
memory and exposed the vulnerabilities of an urban community. The recent
COVID-19 Pandemic, in all its natural and human-induced repercussions, almost
brought the Philippine economy to its knees, leaving millions demanding for more
from the government.
These shifts, changes, and disruptions draw us into taking a hard look at what
exactly our national interests are. We are also prompted to query about how best
to uphold our most cherished interests against the backdrop of great flux and
uncertainties within and beyond our borders. Alongside the inexorable march of
time is the great unfolding of changes, unexpected or otherwise. Upholding
national security in the face of shifts and disruptions, therefore, cannot be a
stagnant enterprise; it has to be creative and agile, with national security
administrators being openminded and circumspect.
In managing disruptions in the Philippine security environment, we look into new
trends, organizational vulnerabilities, recurring threats, and perceptions about
the coverage and applicability of prevailing policies. As we extrapolate how the
vicissitudes of present and emerging security threats can play out in the future, it
is only prudent to inquire how our current policy preferences and organizational
readiness are up to the task of facing future uncertainties.
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This latest issue of the National Security Review (NSR) provides an opportunity
for young scholars to illuminate the observed disruptions, shifts, changes, and
trends, as well as offer policy options or operational modifications for the
Philippine national security establishment to consider. With the end view of
highlighting the need to survive and navigate the shifting currents of the
Philippine strategic environment, NSR contributors underscore the most relevant
national security interests and strategic lines of action, as explicated in the 2018
National Security Strategy (NSS). The intention of the publication is to promote
wide awareness, especially among the members of the national security
community, about the most important changes, trends, or signals in the security
sphere.
With the 2022 presidential election already in the horizon, the NSR also seeks to
shape the landscape of policy discussions during the presidential campaign
period. Recognizing that the policy debates about security issues will most
probably touch on the strategic lines of actions in the 2018 National Security
Strategy, the NSR brings to light the said document and underscores important
perspectives, shifts, and disruptions that candidates in the upcoming elections
need to confront.
Some questions that the NSR contributors were asked to address are the following:
What are the most significant disruptions, shifts, changes, or trends? What
assumptions were exposed and unraveled by these dramatic changes?
What are the factors or circumstances that might sustain or change the
current direction of these disruptions/shifts?
What national interests enumerated in the 2018 National Security Strategy
(NSS) are at stake in dealing with such disruptions/shifts?
What strategic lines of action enumerated in the 2018 NSS are most relevant?
What are the most significant policy questions, decision points, or dilemma
that the country must grapple with?
Is there something in the national security decision-making that needs to
change or improve?
What courses of actions (or at least policy questions) can be considered by
current or future national security administrators?
What specific and decisive issues, controversies, events, or policy questions
should the electorate pay more attention to in relation to in light of the
upcoming presidential elections?
Given the disruptions, shifts, and changes, what priorities or policies should
the next presidential administration emphasize more?
In the article entitled “International Law and the 1951 Philippines-US Mutual
Defense Treaty (MDT),” Atty Julius A Yano beams light into our understanding of
the MDT, inviting the readers to appreciate it in the context of international law.
He shares a legal framework that can serve as a lens by which we can better see
that the MDT, as framed by international law, is a tool for collective defense and
legitimate use of force. Atty Yano also stresses that a better grasp of the legal
aspects of the MDT should bring about wiser courses of action that steer both the
Philippines and the United States away from a dangerous and disruptive situation
where the MDT can be invoked.
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Highlighting the implications of the Taliban’s return in Afghanistan, Mr Mark
Davis M Pablo illuminates the disruptive nature of Taliban’s comeback in relation
to the terrorist threat in the Philippines. In his article, “The Return of the Taliban
and the Impending Resurgence of Islamist Global Insurgency: A Case for
Indigenization of Homeland Security in the Philippines,” Mr Pablo explains that
the emerging contest between groups vying for global jihadist leadership can
possibly reshape narratives and reinvigorate local terrorist groups, which are
embedded in a milieu of political, social, economic, and ideological complexities.
With the precipitous unfolding of recent events in Afghanistan promising to make
their ripple effect felt in the Philippines, Mr Pablo calls for a significant
transformation in the organization of and approaches in public safety
administration in the country, emphasizing the need for the indigenization of the
concept of homeland security.
In her article entitled, “Countering the Financing of Terrorism and Financial
Technology: Assessing Philippine Risks and Evaluating Responses” Professor
Amparo Pamela Fabe highlights the disruptive impact of financial technology on
private business transactions and regulatory regimes and how terrorist and
criminal elements utilize the key features of financial technology for illicit
purposes. Drawing from the array of various policy frameworks both at the
domestic and international levels, as well as some identified vulnerabilities prone
to exploitation by terrorist elements, Professor Fabe offers recommendations to
improve financial technology regulation, capacitate law enforcement and
prosecution, and enhance partnerships with the private sector for the sake of
national security.
Mr Joe-Mar Perez, in “Consequence Management in the Philippines: Attaining the
Philippine National Security Strategy through Disaster Risk Reduction and
Management,” stresses the vital role of consequence management in dealing with
the catastrophic disruptions of both natural and human-induced disasters,
including the traumatic Marawi Siege in 2017. Mr Perez shares with the readers
various interagency and intersectoral platforms relevant to minimizing the
deleterious impacts of disasters. He also underscores the interagency, multilevel,
and multisectoral character of consequence management despite the term’s lack
of operational definition.
In light of the upcoming election in 2022, it is hoped that this volume can further
widen the table of conversation and invite interested readers to ponder on the
most pressing national security issues of our time, whether explicitly covered in
this publication or not. As the Filipino people make up their minds on whom to
vote for, this publication also seeks to guide them on their thought processes,
pierce through unnecessary political noise, and engage in meaningful and
substantive policy discussions that can shape the next administration’s national
security policy and strategy, one way or another.

Editorial Board
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International Law and the 1951
Philippines-US Mutual Defense Treaty (MDT)
Julius A Yano, JD, LL.M

For the past 70 years challenges have been
encountered to understand the provisions of the 1951
Philippines-US Mutual Defense Treaty (MDT). Thus
through the years, there have been apprehensions over
the relevance and utility of the MDT. As has been
observed, discourse on the subject matter fails to take
into account the pertinent legal framework for the
interpretation of the MDT. Indeed, the MDT provides for
a collective defense mechanism between the Philippines
and the US. Hence, an understanding of international
law on the use of force is essential to interpreting the
MDT so that it can more effectively address the parties'
security interests.

Introduction

T

he Mutual Defense Treaty (MDT) was entered into in 1951 by the Republic
of the Philippines and the United States of America (US). It has produced
accessory agreements that, among others, support the presence of American
troops in the Philippines and allow for joint military exercises within Philippine
territory. Likewise, the modernisation of the defence capability of the Armed
Forces of the Philippines is encouraged by said treaty.
The essence of the MDT has yet to be fully appreciated though. For 70 years there
have been questions over whether the US will indeed defend the Philippines and
under what circumstances and what defence measures are to be taken under the
treaty. As can be observed, the legal framework of the MDT is not aptly
understood. A sufficient understanding of said framework assists to address
questions such as what triggers the MDT, how it will be triggered and what the US
response will be.

UNDERSTANDING THE MDT AND JUS AD BELLUM
The MDT is an international agreement between two states. Hence, it is a source of
international obligations between the parties as per Article 38 of the Statute of the
International Court of Justice.
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Military exercises, exchange programmes for military personnel, other trainings,
military assistance during times of peace, et cetera are but one aspect of the MDT
stemming particularly from its Article II which provides:
ARTICLE II. In order more effectively to achieve the objective of this Treaty, the
Parties separately and jointly by self-help and mutual aid will maintain and
develop their individual and collective capacity to resist armed attack.

More importantly, the essence of the MDT is the parties’ commitment to collective
defence. This idea is expressed in its Article IV providing for the parties’ obligation
in the event of an armed attack –
ARTICLE IV. Each Party recognizes that an armed attack in the Pacific area on
either of the Parties would be dangerous to its own peace and safety and
declares that it would act to meet the common dangers in accordance with its
constitutional processes.
Any such armed attack and all measures taken as a result thereof shall be
immediately reported to the Security Council of the United Nations, such
measures shall be terminated when the Security Council has taken the
measures necessary to restore and maintain international peace and security.

As any international lawyer knows, such provision of the 1951 MDT resembles the
international law regime on the use of force as reflected in the United Nations
(UN) Charter of 1945. Hence, the MDT cannot be sufficiently understood without
taking into account this framework: jus ad bellum or the branch of international
law dealing with the legality of use of force. To be sure, no state is to act in a
manner contrary to the rule of law. Thus, an understanding of jus ad bellum is
essential to interpreting the MDT and operationalising the same.
Under international law the use of force by states in their inter-state relations is
prohibited. This general prohibition is the culmination of efforts by the
international community to put an end to the erstwhile practice of employing
military force and waging wars as part of state policy. Thus, Article 2(4) of the UN
Charter provides:
All Members shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or use
of force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any state,
or in any other manner inconsistent with the Purposes of the United Nations.

Restricting states’ rights to conduct their affairs using military force, the UN
system established a collective security system through the UN Security Council
(SC). It has the primary responsibility of taking measures including military force
‘to maintain and restore international peace and security’ per Chapter VII of the
UN Charter.
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However, the UN Charter has also preserved the state’s inherent right of selfdefence in the event of an armed attack. Under the UN Charter this situation is the
only instance permitting a state’s use of military force outside the collective
security system –
Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual or
collective self-defence if an armed attack occurs against a Member of the United
Nations, until the Security Council has taken measures necessary to maintain
international peace and security. Measures taken by Members in the exercise of
this right of self-defence shall be immediately reported to the Security Council
and shall not in any way affect the authority and responsibility of the Security
Council under the present Charter to take at any time such action as it deems
necessary in order to maintain or restore international peace and security.

In brief, under international law as reflected in the UN Charter, use of force is
generally prohibited. However, two qualifications (or exceptions) to this general
prohibition are recognised:
a) the exercise of a state’s right of self-defence, individual or collective, in relation
to an armed attack under Article 51; and,
b) the collective security system through a Chapter VII authorisation by the
UNSC.
Indeed, any use of military force by a state has to be within the framework of
international law lest it be a violation thereof. Article VI of the MDT is mindful of
this principle –
ARTICLE VI. This Treaty does not affect and shall not be interpreted as affecting
in any way the rights and obligations of the Parties under the Charter of the
United Nations or the responsibility of the United Nations for the maintenance
of international peace and security.

THE MDT TRIGGER: ARMED ATTACK
The essence of the MDT is triggered in the event of an armed attack.
Understanding ‘armed attack’ for the purposes of the MDT is primarily governed
by international law and complementarily by US practice or policy.
Indeed, international law is not static. The interpretation of the MDT, which
interpretation is anchored on international law, is likewise not static, especially
given that the treaty is meant by the parties to be in force indefinitely –
ARTICLE VIII. This Treaty shall remain in force indefinitely. Either Party may
terminate it one year after notice has been given to the other party.
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To be sure, armed attack is not limited to invasion of territory; other emanations of
the state can be the objects of an armed attack. And the MDT recognises this
possibility in its Article V. Indeed, the use of the word ‘include’ therein precludes a
restrictive interpretation of the concept of ‘armed attack’ –
ARTICLE V. For the purpose of Article IV, an armed attack on either of the
Parties is deemed to include an armed attack on the metropolitan territory of
either of the Parties, or on the Island territories under its jurisdiction in the
Pacific Ocean, its armed forces, public vessels or aircraft in the Pacific.

The International Court of Justice in 1986 in the Military and Paramilitary
Activities in and against Nicaragua case provided for the ‘scale and effects’(1)
criterion to classify a situation as an ‘armed attack’. According to the Court, a
distinction has to be made between ‘less grave’ forms and ‘most grave’ forms of use
of force, only the latter constituting an armed attack. Further, Dinstein describes
‘armed attack’ as ‘a use of force producing (or liable to produce) serious
consequences, epitomized by territorial intrusions, human casualties or
considerable destruction of property.’(2) (Thus, it should be understood that the
use of armed force against Filipino fishermen exercising sovereign rights
pertaining to the Philippine state is an armed attack against the Philippines.)
Further, even events which singularly may not reach the threshold of an armed
attack but when accumulated produce serious consequences may be deemed an
armed attack. (3) It is additionally understood that an armed attack may occur not
only in the traditional land, sea and air domains but also in space as well as
cyberspace. Certainly, the specific circumstances play a crucial role on whether or
not a situation can be considered an ‘armed attack’.
An understanding of US practice in relation to use of force in national defence
likewise assists. Armed attack is indeed not given a restrictive interpretation. As a
case in point, in 1993 the US regarded the assassination attempt against former
president George Bush whilst he was in Kuwait and not on US soil as an armed
attack. The attack was attributable to Baghdad which would subsequently be the
target of Tomahawk missiles launched by American forces. In his address to the
nation President William Clinton explained that ‘the Iraqi attack against President
Bush was an attack against our country and against all Americans. We could not,
and have not, let such action against our nation go unanswered.’(4)
A limited interpretation of ‘armed attack’ (for the purposes of the MDT) is
inconsistent with international law as well as with US policy. Ergo, such approach
does not appear tenable.
Given the foregoing, the meaning of ‘armed attack’ for the purposes of the MDT is
to be governed necessarily by international law as it has developed and has been
developing. Having a definite and exhaustive list of events constituting an armed
attack appears impractical and may even be disadvantageous because it
potentially arrests the evolutive interpretation of the concept of armed attack
under international law.
(1) Military and Paramilitary Activities in and against Nicaragua (Nicaragua v United States of America) (Merits) [1986] ICJ Rep 14.
(2) Y Dinstein, War, Aggression, and, Self-Defence (5th edn, CUP 2011) 208.
(3) Oil Platforms (Islamic Republic of Iran v United States of America) (Judgment) [2003] ICJ Rep 161.
(4) Public Papers of the Presidents of the United States: William J. Clinton (1993, Book I) (US Government Publishing Office) 938.
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MEASURES AGAINST AN ARMED ATTACK
Article IV of the MDT quoted above states that the parties would ‘act to meet the
common dangers’ stemming from an armed attack. There is no iota of doubt that
the meaning of this phrase includes actual use of military force by the parties –
sending troops, launching military attacks, using drones, et cetera – under the
concept of self-defence, individual and collective. To be sure, per Article VI of the
MDT rights and obligations under the UN Charter are unaffected by the MDT.
Under international law individual self-defence is the lawful use of force by a state
that is a victim of an armed attack. In its plainest form, collective self-defence (5),
on the other hand, refers to the situation where another state assists the victim
state. The purpose of self-defence is to repel and/or halt the armed attack, not
(merely) to retaliate. (6)
In its essence, the MDT is an expression by the Philippines and the US of their
commitment to collective defence. This idea of collective defence is clearly
expressed in the preamble of the MDT –
Recalling with mutual pride the historic relationship which brought their two
peoples together in a common bond of sympathy and mutual ideals to fight
side-by-side against imperialist aggression during the last war.
Desiring to declare publicly and formally their sense of unity and their
common determination to defend themselves against external armed attack, so
that no potential aggressor could be under the illusion that either of them
stands alone in the Pacific area.
Desiring further to strengthen their present efforts for collective defense for the
preservation of peace and security pending the development of a more
comprehensive system of regional security in the Pacific area.

In the exercise of collective defence actual use of force is doubtlessly provided for
in the MDT as amongst the measures against an armed attack. Firstly, under
international law as expressed in the UN Charter armed attack is the only situation
which permits the use of force in self-defence. The mere mention of ‘armed attack’
in the MDT already creates the link to the parties’ use of force in the exercise of its
inherent right of self-defence, individual and collective. If the ‘act to meet the
common dangers’ phrase had meant only less than use of force, the mention of
‘armed attack’ would have been unnecessary and superfluous.
Given that the MDT is a mutual defence treaty, its essence, as expressed in its
preamble, is collective defence. The phrase ‘to act to meet the common dangers’
necessarily includes the use of force in self-defence. A limited interpretation of the
measures that can be expected of the parties to address an armed attack renders
the defence treaty nugatory.
Secondly, from a reading of the MDT, particularly paragraph 2 of Article IV, it
cannot be denied that the reporting requirement therein actually mirrors the
(5) To avoid confusion the term ‘collective defence’ shall be used hereafter.
(6) Self-defence may – should – be exercised in an anticipatory manner under the Caroline doctrine. Hence, a state need not wait
suffering a hit given ‘the necessity of self-defense [being] instant, overwhelming, leaving no choice of means, and no moment for
deliberation.’
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reporting requirement for ‘measures taken […] in the exercise of self-defence’, in
accordance with Article 51 of the UN Charter.
Paragraph 2, Article IV, MDT:

Article 51, UN Charter:

Any such armed attack and all
measures taken as a result thereof shall
be immediately reported to the Security
Council of the United Nations, such
measures shall be terminated when the
Security Council has taken the
measures necessary to restore and
maintain international peace and
security.

Measures taken by Members in the
exercise of this right of self-defence shall
be immediately reported to the Security
Council and shall not in any way affect
the authority and responsibility of the
Security Council under the present
Charter to take at any time such action
as it deems necessary in order to
maintain or restore international peace
and security.

Such measures necessarily include, nay specifically refer to, use of military force;
for only such measures as involving use of force are to be terminated by the UNSC.
Thus, per the wording of the MDT, use of force is expected in the exercise of
collective defence in relation to an armed attack.
Thirdly, US involvement in the Viet Nam Conflict was indubitably characterised
by the actual participation of its military forces in the armed conflict, not just
remote or indirect support. As it may be noted in the memorandum of the US State
Department entitled The Legality of United States Participation in the Defense of
Viet-Nam dated 4 March 1966, the US based its justification for its military action
in Viet Nam on, among others, the right of collective defence under international
law and on its being a party to the Southeast Asia Collective Defense Treaty of
1954.
What is more important is that the text of such treaty follows the ‘act to meet the
common dangers’ text in the MDT. Thus, such wording indeed means ‘use of force’.
Paragraph 1, Article IV, MDT:

Article IV, Southeast Asia Collective
Defense Treaty:

Each Party recognizes that an armed
attack in the Pacific area on either of
the Parties would be dangerous to its
own peace and safety and declares that
it would act to meet the common
dangers in accordance with its
constitutional processes.

Each Party recognizes that aggression by
means of armed attack in the treaty
areas against any of the Parties or
against any State or territory which the
Parties by unanimous agreement may
hereafter designate, would endanger its
own peace and safety, and agrees that it
will in that event act to meet the
common danger in accordance with its
constitutional processes. […]

Owing to the concept of collective defence under international law and under the
1954 treaty, the US undertook to and did actually defend South Viet Nam using its
own military forces. Consequently, it is without doubt that under the MDT, US
military forces can be counted upon to defend the Philippines under the

14
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international law concept of collective defence as expressed in the ‘act to meet the
common dangers' provision in the MDT.
Indeed, in the exercise of collective defence the assisting state is expected to use its
own military force. Even contemporary events demonstrate this arrangement.
Thus, in the exercise of collective defence US forces in 2014 launched military
operations in Syria –
ISIL and other terrorist groups in Syria are a threat not only to Iraq, but also to
many other countries, including the United States and our partners in the
region and beyond. States must be able to defend themselves, in accordance
with the inherent right of individual and collective self-defence, as reflected in
Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations, when, as is the case here, the
government of the State where the threat is located is unwilling or unable to
prevent the use of its territory for such attacks. The Syrian regime has shown
that it cannot and will not confront these safe havens effectively itself.
Accordingly, the United States has initiated necessary and proportionate
military actions in Syria in order to eliminate the ongoing ISIL threat to Iraq,
including by protecting Iraqi citizens from further attacks and by enabling
Iraqi forces to regain control of Iraq’s borders. In addition, the United States has
initiated military actions in Syria against al-Qaida elements in Syria known as
the Khorasan Group to address terrorist threats that they pose to the United
States and our partners and allies. (7)

It is important to mention as well that the MDT, as a treaty, is a source of
international obligations for the parties thereto. Indeed, the principle of pacta
sunt servanda under customary international law applies.
It is most crucial to understand though that use of force in self-defence, individual
and collective, is subject to such other requirements as provided for in
international law. Needless to say, ‘automaticity’ – whatever it means – in a
military response cannot disregard such requirements.

PULLING THE MDT TRIGGER
Conceptually, it is armed attack that triggers the state’s inherent right of selfdefence, individual or collective, a qualification or exception to the general
prohibition on the use of force under international law.
Request for Assistance
There is no question that the MDT is in force and is binding between the
Philippines and the US. Such status however does not necessarily mean that US
forces will automatically participate in an armed conflict involving the
Philippines in the exercise of collective defence. A precipitate military action can
be deemed a breach of the international law principle on non-intervention. In the
Military and Paramilitary Activities in and against Nicaragua case the
International Court of Justice (ICJ) held that:
(7) UNSC 'Letter dated 23 September 2014 from the Permanent Representative of the United States of America to the United Nations
addressed to the Secretary-General' (23 Sep 2014) U.N. Doc. S/2014/695.
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[...] there is no rule permitting the exercise of collective self-defence in the
absence of a request by the State which regards itself as the victim of an armed
attack. The Court concludes that the requirement of a request is additional to
the requirement that such a State should have declared itself to have been
attacked.'(8)

In the Oil Platforms case the ICJ reiterated these two requirements but modified
the requirement of a public declaration of having been a victim of an armed
attack. According to the Court, it suffices that the state regards itself as a victim of
such attack. (9)
Thus, before military force may be employed by another state in collective
defence, there must first be a request for assistance by a state that regards itself as
a victim of an armed attack.
Constitutional Processes
The MDT is a binding treaty that is a source of international obligations for the
parties. Obligations arising therefrom are to be complied with in good faith.
Assuming that there are constitutional obstacles to effectively carry out the
obligations per the MDT – quod non – the parties are expected to work toward
remedying these obstacles. This supposed scenario does not however render the
MDT non-binding, invalid or without force.
The Philippine Constitution
Section 3, Article II of the Philippine Constitution states that ‘[t]he Armed Forces
of the Philippines is the protector of the people and the State. Its goal is to secure
the sovereignty of the State and the integrity of the national territory.’ Section 18,
Article VII states that ‘the President shall be the Commander-in-Chief of all armed
forces of the Philippines and whenever it becomes necessary, he may call out such
armed forces to prevent or suppress lawless violence, invasion or rebellion.’
Further, ‘by constitutional fiat and by the intrinsic nature of his office, the
President, as head of State, is the sole organ and authority in the external affairs of
the country. In many ways, the President is the chief architect of the nation’s
foreign policy. (10)
Based on the foregoing, the President has the sole authority to put in operation
the MDT, particularly the provision on ‘act[ing] to meet the common dangers’
involving the use of force in relation to an armed attack. To be sure, the calling-out
power of the President in Section 18, Article VII is not meant as a limitation to the
President’s power as Commander-in-Chief to deploy the armed forces for matters
relating to external defence; doubtlessly, external defence is part of the mandate of
the Armed Forces of the Philippines – ‘the protector of the people and the State.’
Likewise, requesting the assistance of another state for collective defence is a
power solely residing in the President as Head of State, Commander-in-Chief of
the armed forces and chief architect of Philippine foreign policy.
(10)BAYAN v Executive Secretary, GR No 138570, October 10, 2000.
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A common misconception is that the operation of the MDT – or any use of military
force for that matter – means engaging in a prohibited ‘war’. Indeed, ‘war’ in its
aggressive sense has been outlawed since 1928 through the Pact of Paris. (11) Such
principle would eventually find its way in the 1935 Philippine Constitution; in the
present Constitution this principle is in Section 2, Article II –
SECTION 2. The Philippines renounces war as an instrument of national policy,
adopts the generally accepted principles of international law as part of the law
of the land and adheres to the policy of peace, equality, justice, freedom,
cooperation, and amity with all nations.

With the adoption of the UN Charter, not just aggressive wars but even use of force
(short of ‘war’ in the classic sense of the word) in inter-state relations has been
prohibited as a rule. Indeed, ‘war’ has already become legally extinct under
international law. One exception is the right of self-defence under Article 51 of the
UN Charter. Thus, the exercise of self-defence cannot be deemed violative of the
principle renouncing war as an instrument of national policy.
Further, Section 23, Article VI of the Philippine Constitution has likewise become
anachronistic –
SECTION 23. (1) The Congress, by a vote of two-thirds of both Houses in joint
session assembled, voting separately, shall have the sole power to declare the
existence of a state of war.

It is also noteworthy that the authority of Congress under said provision is not
even to ‘go to war’ but simply to ‘declare the existence of a state of war.’
As an authority on Philippine Constitutional Law explains, even during the
deliberations on the 1935 Constitution on the war power provision, it was clear
that defensive wars had not been prohibited. Certainly, such wars need not be
authorised by the legislature and falls within the power of the executive –
Delegate Salvador Araneta asked: “¿En caso de que Filipinas fuera invadida por
una nación extranjera, no estando la legislatura en funciones, qué acción podría
tomar el gobierno entonces para defender la invasión? Delegate SingsonEncarnacion’s answer was unequivocal: Resistir con todas sus fuerzas armadas.
In other words, while the Constitution gives to the legislature the power to
declare the existence of a state of war and to enact all measures to support the
war, the actual power to make war is lodged elsewhere, that is, in the executive
power which holds the sword of war. The executive power, when necessary, may
make war even in the absence of a declaration of war. (Citation omitted) In the
words of the American Supreme Court, war being a question of actualities, “The
President was bound to meet it in the shape it presented itself, without waiting
for Congress to baptize it with a name; and no name given to it by him or them
could change the fact.” (Citation omitted)(12)

For various reasons ranging from commercial to political, a declaration of (the
existence of a state of) war has been avoided; in fact, the last time that the US
formally declared war was against Romania in 1942 during World War II. To be
(11)General Treaty for Renunciation of War as an Instrument of National Policy (signed 27 August 1928, entered into force 25 July
1929) 94 LNTS 57.
(12) J Bernas, The 1987 Constitution of the Republic of the Philippines: A Commentary (Rex Bookstore 2003) 746.
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sure, it was not the last time that it has been involved in an armed conflict.
Further, given that the law of armed conflict applies as soon as there is an armed
conflict even without the declaration of war, (13) such formality has fallen into
desuetude.
The foregoing demonstrates that military action in self-defence, individual and
collective, per the MDT is not prohibited by the Philippine Constitution. Further,
it is the exclusive prerogative of the President as Head of State, Commander-inChief of the armed forces and chief architect of Philippine foreign policy to
authorise such military action. (14)
The US Constitution
With respect to the pertinent American constitutional process, the following text is
instructive:
Under the [US] Constitution, the war powers are divided between Congress and
the President. Among other relevant grants, Congress has the power to declare
war and raise and support the armed forces (Article I, Section 8), while the
President is Commander in Chief (Article II, Section 2). It is generally agreed
that the Commander-in-Chief role gives the President power to utilize the
armed forces to repel attacks against the United States, but there has long been
controversy over whether he is constitutionally authorized to send forces into
hostile situations abroad without a declaration of war or other congressional
authorization. (15)
The War Powers Resolution [WPR] was enacted over the veto of President Nixon
on November 7, 1973 [during the infamous Viet Nam conflict], to provide
procedures for Congress and the President to participate in decisions to send
U.S. Armed Forces into hostilities.(16) The common interpretation of the WPR
has created a 60-day or 90-day window during which the president has a
virtually free pass to use force. This is often referred to as the “sixty-day clock."
(17) Section 4(a)(1) requires the President to report to Congress any
introduction of U.S. forces into hostilities or imminent hostilities. When such a
report is submitted, or is required to be submitted, Section 5(b) requires that
the use of forces must be terminated within 60 to 90 days unless Congress
authorizes such use or extends the time period. Section 3 requires that the
“President in every possible instance shall consult with Congress before
introducing” U.S. Armed Forces into hostilities or imminent hostilities. (18)
The main purpose of the [WPR] was to establish procedures for both branches
to share in decisions that might get the [US] involved in war. The drafters
sought to circumscribe the President’s authority to use armed forces abroad in
hostilities or potential hostilities without a declaration of war or other
congressional authorization, yet provide enough flexibility to permit him to
respond to attack or other emergencies. (19)
(13)Geneva Conventions (1949) Common Article 2.
(14) The ‘power of the purse’ residing in the Congress is nonetheless acknowledged.
(15) Matthew Weed, The War Powers Resolution: Concepts and Practice (CRS Report R42699)
<https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/R/R42699/16> accessed 30 August 2021.
(16) ibid.
(17) K Gude, Understanding Authorizations for the Use of Military Force
<www.americanprogress.org/issues/security/reports/2014/09/24/97748/understanding-authorizations-for-the-use-of-militaryforce/> accessed 30 August 2021.
(18)Weed (n 14).
(19) ibid.
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As a consequence of the WPR, congressional sanction in the form of an
Authorization for Use of Military Force is given to authorise and/or support the US
President’s deployment of forces. This notwithstanding –
Every President since the enactment of the [WPR] has taken the position that it
is an unconstitutional infringement on the President’s authority as
Commander in Chief. (20) (21) Certainly recent Presidents have not considered
prior congressional approval to be necessary in such cases. President Ford did
not seek prior congressional authorization to use American troops to free the
Mayagüez by force; nor did President Carter seek prior congressional
authorization to undertake the attempt to rescue American hostages in Iran.
President Reagan did not seek prior congressional authorization for the
invasion of Grenada or for the ill-fated deployment of Marines to Beirut. None
of these presidents was impeached. (22)

As the foregoing shows, there is nothing in the constitutions of the Philippines and
the US that may hinder the implementation of the MDT, particularly on effectively
and efficiently employing military forces in the exercise of collective defence. The
presidents of both states are with full authority in this regard.

CONCLUSION
Indeed, use of force is a serious policy issue for any state pursuing its national
interest. In any event, the highest policy-makers of the land are expected to take
into account the rule of international law including its treaty obligations on
whether or not military force is to be employed.
The MDT is a collective defence treaty between the Philippines and the US; it is
more than a materiel acquisition agreement or military exercises agreement for
both state-parties. In the interpretation of the MDT an understanding of
international law on the use of force or jus ad bellum is essential. The legal
framework definitely assists in interpreting the provisions of the MDT. Thus,
questions on what ‘armed attack’ is, what measures in response thereto are
possible and how the MDT is operationalised are addressed. Really and truly, an
enhanced understanding of the MDT should engender a more prudent and
strategic approach toward the parties’ defence and security concerns: that neither
of the parties will desire to even invoke it; instead, they would work toward
preventing a situation wherein it can be invoked.

(20) ibid.
(21) See President Nixon’s Letter to the House of Representatives regarding his veto of House Joint Resolution 542 – the War Powers
Resolution; also, the Memorandum of Opinion for the Attorney General dated 12 February 1980
(22) J Sidak, 'To Declare War' (1991) 41 DLJ <https://scholarship.law.duke.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3161&context=dlj>
accessed 30 August 2021.
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Countering the Financing of Terrorism
and Financial Technology:
Assessing Philippine Risks and Evaluating Responses
Amparo Pamela Fabe
The Duterte Administration issued the 2018 National
Security Strategy (NSS) with this vision: A safe and secure
Philippines, at peace with itself and its neighbors, where its
citizens are allowed to reach their full potential through the
promotion of social justice and harmony, political stability,
sound environmental management, and economic progress.”
This strong emphasis on a safe and secure Philippines by the NSS
highlights the importance of disrupting all forms of terrorism
financing in all types of financial instruments, including
financial technology. Since financing is the reliable lifeblood of
terrorist networks, depriving terrorists of access to funding
constrains their operating environment and ability to plan and
execute deadly attacks. The inclusion of Fintech and Countering
the Financing of Terrorism in the 2022 National Security Strategy
will put importance on efforts to disrupt illicit finance actors.

Terrorism Financing and the National Security Strategy

T

he importance of financing in an armed conflict is as old as conflict itself.
The Roman orator Marcus Tullius Cicero observed that "the sinews of war
[are] a limitless supply of money (BBC News, 2014)." Terrorism financing persists
in current times. Former US President George Bush had declared that money is
the lifeblood of terrorist operations (Bush, 2001, 1). President Rodrigo Roa Duterte
tackled terrorism financing in his State of the Nation Address last July 26, 2021
when he stated, “Everybody, as in everybody in this country, are paying taxes to
the communists.”(Office of the President, 2021). According to the AFP former Chief
of Staff Eduardo Ano, ISIS Central channeled 1.5 million US dollars to support the
Marawi Siege. Cash couriers were very visible during the Marawi Siege as the ISIS
terrorists recruited adult soldiers and child soldiers to solidify their ranks (Fabe,
2020, 75-76).
The Duterte Administration issued the 2018 National Security Strategy (NSS) with
this vision: A safe and secure Philippines, at peace with itself and its neighbors,
where its citizens are allowed to reach their full potential through the promotion
of social justice and harmony, political stability, sound environmental
management, and economic progress.”(National Security Strategy, 2018). This
strong emphasis on a safe and secure Philippines by the NSS highlights the
importance of disrupting all forms of terrorism financing in all types of financial
instruments, including financial technology.
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FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY: DEFINITIONS, CHARACTERISTICS AND USES
Basic Definitions
Fintech, short for financial technology, is a term which pertains to firms that use
technology-based systems to provide innovative and cheaper financial services
directly and to make traditional financial business efficient. Fintech covers
cashless payments, peer-to- peer (P2P) lending platforms, robotic trading, roboadvice, crowdfunding, and virtual currencies (Stamegna & Karakas, 2019, 38).
FinTech is defined as a “marriage of finance and technology” (Zavolokina, et al.,
2016, 1) and “a contraction of financial technology” (Puschmann, 2017, 70).
Therefore FinTech creates new products and services, paves the way for new
processes and new businesses (Frame & White, 2014, 4).
Characteristics and Uses
FinTech companies closely collaborate with banks. First, the banks facilitate the
entry of the FinTech companies into the financial industry. Second, the banks
boost the FinTech companies’ profitability. Third, the banks complement the
FinTech products (Basel Committee and Banking Supervision, 2019, 9). FinTech
companies have changed the way in which financial services such as payment,
brokers and insurance, are provided for as they offer new platforms that enable
clients to open accounts easily. These Fintech companies combine the offerings
from many banks and insurers and get fees from them for the provision of these
services (Miklos, et al., 2016, p. 2).
There is a strong alliance between the FinTech companies and banks. The banks
work with the FinTech companies, since they need to hasten the innovation
process, establish competitive advantage and raise customer value, since the
FinTech companies could offer better products compared to banks (Holotiuk, et
al., 2018, 307). The FinTech companies partner with banks in order to obtain trust
and credibility of the customers and acquire knowledge about the financial
industry (Holotiuk, et al., 2018, 310).
The Fintech ecosystem embodies the applications of information technology
innovations which is reflected in innovative financial solutions (Puschmann, 2017,
70). It is able to enhance business processes, slash cost, increase efficiency and
flexibility, and boost rapid response (Dapp, et al., 2014, 33). There are four distinct
categories of Fintech: 1) Money and Payments comprising online foreign exchange,
overseas Remittances and non-Banks; 2) Savings and Investments consisting of
peer-to-peer platforms for investments, equity or crowdfunding, online
investment and online stockbroking and spread betting; 3) Lending on peer-topeer platforms; 4) Insurance. (EY Financial Services Institute 2019, 2).
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Disruptions in Philippine Banking and Payments System
Fintech provides disruption of the financial system, by applying groundbreaking
models and customer value propositions, like business models, peer-to-peer
lending, tools, for instance robo-advisors, and technologies, such as distributed
ledgers. The rapid adoption of Fintech stems from these factors: 1) its offer of new
products and services, that were either not offered by incumbents; 2) its innovative
technology and business models have opened up opportunities, whether in
different markets, fresh segments and customer value niches; 3) its tech-savviness
empowers them to master the evolving business environment and society (Gombe
et.al., 2017, 221).
Asset management is disrupted by DAMPs (Digital Asset Management Platforms)
that include a set of services such as Robo-Advising, trading support and thirdparty analytics (Haberly, et al., 2018, 20). Based on Sironi (2016, 38), Robo-Advisors
is “automated investment solutions which engage individuals with digital tools
featuring advanced customer experience, to guide them through a self- assessment
process and shape their investment behavior towards rudimentary goal-based
decision-making, conveniently supported by portfolio rebalancing techniques
using trading algorithms based on passive investments and diversification
strategies”.

INTERNATIONAL POLICY ENVIRONMENT FOR COUNTERING THE
FINANCING OF TERRORISM AND FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY
UN Resolutions
The first resolution is the United Nations 2000 Convention against Transnational
Organized Crime, which is also known as the Palermo Convention (see point b,
Paragraph 1 of Article 7). Its significance is that it is a United Nations Convention
against Transnational Organized Crime (UN Resolutions, 2000). The Convention
represents a major step forward in the fight against transnational organized crime
and signifies the recognition by Member States of the seriousness of the problems
posed by it, as well as the need to foster and enhance close international
cooperation in order to tackle those problems. States that ratify this instrument
commit themselves to taking a series of measures against transnational organized
crime, including the creation of domestic criminal offences; the adoption of new
and sweeping frameworks for extradition, mutual legal assistance and law
enforcement cooperation; and the promotion of training and technical assistance
for building or upgrading the necessary capacity of national authorities. This
convention reaffirms the importance of core values such as honesty, respect for
the rule of law, accountability and transparency in promoting development and
making the world a better place for all. The specific provision is as follows:
b) Shall, without prejudice to articles 18 and 27 of this Convention, ensure that
administrative, regulatory, law enforcement and other authorities dedicated to
combating money-laundering (including, where appropriate under domestic
law, judicial authorities) have the ability to cooperate and exchange
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information at the national and international levels within the conditions
prescribed by its domestic law and, to that end, shall consider the
establishment of a financial intelligence unit to serve as a national center for
the collection, analysis and dissemination of information regarding potential
money laundering.

The second resolution is the United Nations 2003 Convention against Corruption
- Merida Convention (see point b, Paragraph 1 of Article 14). Its significance is that
it presents a comprehensive set of standards, measures and rules that all
countries can apply in order to strengthen their legal and regulatory regimes to
fight corruption. It fosters the application of preventive measures and the
criminalization of all the forms of corruption in both public and private sectors
(UN Resolutions, 2003). This Convention requires Member States to return assets
obtained through corruption to the country from which they were stolen. These
provisions offer a framework for stronger cooperation between States to disrupt
corruption and to return the proceeds. The exact provisions of this Convention
are as follows:
(b) Without prejudice to article 46 of this Convention, ensure that
administrative, regulatory, law enforcement and other authorities dedicated to
combating money-laundering (including, where appropriate under domestic
law, judicial authorities) have the ability to cooperate and exchange
information at the national and international levels within the conditions
prescribed by its domestic law and, to that end, shall consider the
establishment of a financial intelligence unit to serve as a national center for
the collection, analysis and dissemination of information regarding potential
money-laundering

FAFT and New Technologies
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) is the global money laundering and
terrorist financing watchdog. The FATF Recommendations are the basis on which
all countries share the objective of tackling money laundering, terrorist financing
and the financing of proliferation. The FATF requires countries to implement
these measures in their national systems. One important FATF policy is the
provision on regulating domestic cooperation. This provision states that "each
State Party shall ensure that administrative, regulatory, law enforcement and
other authorities dedicated to combating Money Laundering (M)L have the ability
to cooperate and exchange information at the national and international levels
within the conditions prescribed by its domestic law and, to that end, shall
consider the establishment of a FIU to serve as a national center for the collection,
analysis and dissemination of information regarding potential ML." (FATF, 2021).
The FATF's 40 Recommendations are non-binding rules that target specific areas
in which money launderers, and terrorists conduct illicit financial behavior. This
research focuses on four FATF recommendations. The primordial FATF
Recommendation Number 2 is on national cooperation and coordination. This
provision states that "countries should ensure that policy-makers, the FIU, Law
Enforcement Agencies (LEAs), supervisors and other relevant competent
authorities, at the policy making and operational levels, have effective
mechanisms in place which enable them to cooperate, and, where appropriate,
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coordinate domestically with each other concerning the development and
implementation of policies and activities to combat ML, TF and the financing of
proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.” (FATF, 2021).
The FATF Recommendation 29 centers on Financial Intelligence Units (FIU). This
recommendation states that the “FIU should have access on a timely basis to the
financial, administrative and law enforcement information that it requires to
undertake its functions properly. FIUs should serve as a national center for the
receipt and analysis of information from the reporting entities and other
information relevant to ML, associated predicate oﬀences, and TF, and for
dissemination of the results of their analysis to LEAs and/or other competent
authorities. The FATF standards require FIUs to respond to information requests
from competent authorities if certain conditions are met.” (FATF, 2021).
The FATF Recommendation 30 focuses on the responsibilities of law enforcement
and investigative authorities. The recommendation states that, “LEAs should
develop a pro-active parallel financial investigation when pursuing ML, associated
predicate offences and TF. Countries should also make use, of permanent or
temporary multi-disciplinary groups specialized in financial or asset
investigations." (FATF, 2012). The FATF R30 and the related Interpretative Note
(IN) require that the range of LEAs and other competent authorities be considered
when using multidisciplinary groups in financial investigations (FATF, 2021).
The FATF Recommendation 31 presents the powers of law enforcement and
investigative authorities. This recommendations states that, “when conducting
investigations of ML, associated predicate offences and TF, competent authorities
should be able to ask for all relevant information held by the FIU. It also requires
countries to ensure that FIUs are operationally independent and autonomous. It
clearly determines when LEAs or other competent authorities may request
information from FIU. Financial investigation is an investigative method that
should be applied across all stages of criminal investigations and judicial
proceedings.”(FATF, 2021). To add, when the FIU receives such a request from a
competent authority, the decision on conducting analysis and/or dissemination of
information to the requesting authority should remain with the FIU.
EU Directives on AML/CFT
The European Union (EU) has several directives that centers on AML/CFT policies
that are meant to disrupt illicit finance actors.
EU fifth AML/CFT Directive
The EU Fifth AML/CFT Directive assists custodial wallet providers and those
Virtual Currency (VC) exchanges which are engaged in exchanges between VC and
fiat currency to do the following:
a.) collect KYC/CDD information on customers;
b.) apply enhanced due diligence to high risk customers;
c.) monitor transactions; and
d.) file STRs where they suspect illicit activity.
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The European Union Directive Article 49 of the 2018 Anti-Money
Laundering/Countering the Financing of Terrorism (AML/CFT) on the prevention
of the use of the financial system's for the purposes of money laundering or
terrorist financing regulates the cooperation between the LEAs and FIUs as
follows: "Member States shall ensure that policy makers, the FIUs, supervisors and
other competent authorities involved in AML/CFT, tax authorities and law
enforcement authorities when acting within the scope of this Directive, have
effective mechanisms to enable them to cooperate and coordinate domestically
concerning the development and implementation of policies and activities to
combat money laundering and terrorist financing."(EU Directive, 2018, 25).
The EU Fifth AML/CFT Directive is linked to the European Banking Association
(EBA) FINTECH Roadmap of 2019. These are the regulations of the EBA Fintech
Technology Hub: 1.) monitoring the regulatory perimeter, such as assessing
authorization and licencing approaches to FinTech firms, and evaluating
regulatory sandboxes and innovation hubs; 2.) monitoring institutions’ business
models and managing the risks and opportunities; 3.) promoting best supervisory
practices on assessing cybersecurity and setting a cyber threat testing model; 4.)
highlighting consumer issues; 5.) evaluating ML/TF risks associated with
regulated FinTech firms, technology providers and FinTech solutions (EBA
Fintech Roadmap, 2019).
There are several distinct EU directives that are also aimed at disrupting AML/CFT
transactions in the financial sector. These directives are as follows: a.) EU Directive
2000/31 on E-commerce - This directive contributes to the proper functioning of
the internal market by ensuring the free movement of information society services
between the Member States. This directive approximates national provisions on
information society services, the establishment of service providers, commercial
communications, electronic contracts, the liability of intermediaries, codes of
conduct, out-of-court dispute settlements, and court actions between Member
States; b.) EU Directive 2002/65/EC on Distance Marketing of Consumer Financial
Services - This directive establishes common rules for the marketing of financial
services by suppliers to consumers in the EU, thus enhancing consumer
protection. This rule covers all sales of credit cards, investment funds, insurance
and personal pension plans to consumers by distance-selling channels such as
telephone, fax and the internet; c.) EU Directive 2009/110/EC on Electronic Money
- This electronic money directive (EMD) sets out the rules on the business and
supervision of electronic money* (e-money) institutions in order to contribute to
the emergence of a true single market for e-money services in the European Union
(EU); d.) Payment Services Directive II (EU) 2015/2366) - In this context, the
definition of payment services has been expanded, and the diversity of traditional
payment service providers (PSPs), such as banks and financial institutions, has
increased. PSD II classifies both types of provider, i.e. account information service
providers (AISPs) and payment initiation service providers (PISPs), as third-party
service providers (TPPs); e.) Regulation EU 2015/751 on interchange fees for cardbased payment transactions - This regulation caps interchange fees, and increases
transparency on fees, thereby, permitting retailers to know the level of fees paid
when accepting cards.
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PHILIPPINE POLICY ENVIRONMENT FOR COUNTERING THE FINANCING OF
TERRORISM AND FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY
Anti-Terrorism Act of 2020
The Anti-Terrorism Act of 2020 penalizes the support for terrorism and terrorists.
Based on Rule 4.14 on providing material support to terrorists, the Anti-Terrorism
Act of 2020 states the following: "It shall be unlawful for any person to provide
material support to any terrorist individual or terrorist organization or
association or group of persons committing terrorism as defined in Section 4 of
the Act knowing that such individual or organization, association or group of
persons is committing or planning to commit such acts. "Material support" shall
refer to any property, whether tangible or intangible or service and this provision
can be expanded to financial technology as well."
National Security Policy 2017-2022
The 12-point national security goals form as the basis for the strategic actions of
concerned government agencies and departments. Two national security goals,
particularly, the guarantee of public safety and achieve good governance and the
promotion of human and ecological security are in consonance with the
importance of countering the financing of terrorism (CFT). The CFT activities falls
under one of the core national interests of the country which is the “ending all
internal armed conflicts, i.e., communist insurgency, violent extremism and
terrorism.” Disrupting terrorist financing is one sure way by which the Philippine
government will end all internal armed conflicts.
FAFT Recommendations for the Philippines
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) on June 25, 2021 released its grey list or
jurisdictions that will be under increased monitoring and actively working to
“address strategic deficiencies in their regimes to counter money laundering,
terrorist financing, and proliferation financing.” Philippine Anti-Money
Laundering Council issued a statement that the government and law enforcement
agencies’ pledged to implement the 18 action plans within the prescribed
timelines to achieve the country’s removal from the grey list. The Philippine
Congress has passed Republic Act 11521 last January 29, 2021 as a way to show
tangible progress that it has imposed tighter AML/CTF by adding new covered
persons, real estate brokers and developers.
The FATF closely monitors the local authorities’ use of AML/CTF controls to
mitigate risks associated with casino junkets or travels granted to prominent
players; implementation of new registration requirements for money service
businesses, including imposing sanctions for unregistered and illegal remittance
operators. The FATF assesses the streamlining of beneficial ownership
information by various law enforcement agencies and ensuring information
accuracy, and the increase in the use of financial intelligence and heightened
money laundering investigations and prosecutions. The Anti-Money Laundering
Council will monitor whether the Philippines will step up the identification,
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investigation, and prosecution of terrorism financing cases. They will also gauge
the country’s monitoring of non-profit sector activities to ensure they operate
within framework against terrorism and proliferation financing.
Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas-AMLC, and Securities and Exchange Commission
Rules on Terrorism Financing and Financial Technology
The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), stated that the capital market is
at "medium" risk of being exploited for money laundering, especially as the rise of
digitalization has made it easier for criminals to avoid detection and conceal their
financial activities. This was reflected in the 774 suspicious transaction reports
involving P11.5 billion (S$320 million) received by the Anti-Money Laundering
Council (AMLC) from 2017 to 2019. The majority of the transactions were
suspected to have been made for the commission of crimes in the country, while
five transactions were believed to have been committed in China. The predicate
crimes are plunder, graft and corruption practices, drug trafficking, fraudulent
practices and violations of the Securities Regulation Code. Predicate crimes are
components of larger crimes such as racketeering, terrorist financing, and money
laundering. The medium rating was based on the 2021 Sectoral Risk Assessment
for the Securities Sector conducted by the SEC covering 304 stockbrokers and
dealers, investment houses, securities underwriters, financing companies,
government securities dealers, investment company advisers, and mutual fund
distributors. The SEC noted that the sector attracted various criminal threats with
moderate levels of sophisticated tactics and methods to commit offenses linked to
money laundering.
Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas and Fintech
The BSP presently pursues three strategic thrusts in its aim to harness digital
technology and pave the way for greater financial inclusion: a.) building an
inclusive digital finance ecosystem; b.) creating compelling use cases for financial
inclusion, and c.) fostering financial literacy and trust in the financial system
through consumer protection. Among the BSP’s initiatives are the
democratization of the transaction account as a gateway to broader digital
financial services (DFS) through the affordable and easy-to-open basic deposit
account (BDA). Another BSP initiative involves the expansion of low-cost access
points through cash agents, or third-party retail outlets tapped by banks where
clients can open an account and conduct simple banking transactions. It has
played a vital role in developing an efficient retail payments system that serves as
the backbone of digital finance innovations.
Secondly, the BSP continues to work with various government agencies to shift
from cash-based to account-based digital payments of social benefit transfers,
wages, bills, purchases, and transport fares – transactions made by most
Filipinos.The present health crisis and the massive government cash assistance
programs that came with it have clearly made account ownership and digital
payments no longer just an option, but a necessity understood by all. Lastly, the
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BSP is strengthening its digital literacy program aimed at increasing the
awareness and capacity of consumers to use Digital Finance Systems (DFS). The
BSP assists consumers and financial service providers in protecting themselves
from the potential risks and threats arising from DFS usage.
Linkages Between AMLC and Philippine National Police
The Philippine National Police (PNP) and Anti-Money Laundering Council
(AMLC) signed a memorandum of agreement (MOA) to boost their partnership
against money laundering and terrorism financing LAST February 15, 2021.The
MOA was signed by former PNP Chief Debold Sinas for the PNP and Executive
Director Mel Georgia Racela for the AMLC. The MOA designated the PNP-AMLC
Fusion Center at Camp Crame as a hub for information exchange and streamlined
operations. This MOA allows the PNP officers to share with the AMLC staff
members the names of persons of interest and other documents, while AMLC will
share vital information that may assist the PNP in its fight against criminality.
This alliance empowers authorities to seize “illegal properties” of “big time
syndicates especially those involving terrorism financing.
Philippine Fintech Alliance
The Philippine Fintech alliance represents a close cooperation among the
strategic players of the digital finance space. This alliance highlights financial
innovation to promote inclusive growth by empowering each Filipino. The
alliance is composed of the major banks, technology and financial institutions
which are fostering digital finance applications. The alliance maintains a monthly
publication and hosts regular webinars featuring government policies on
financial technology.

ASSESSING TERRORISM FINANCING (TF) RISKS
General Terrorism Financing Risks
The financing of terrorism involves several activities including storing finances,
masking funding sources, and even developing infrastructures that are
institutional in nature to manage and transfer funds to terrorist organizations.
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) identified the threats. These particular
threats include the use of multiple funding resources which make terrorist acts
financially possible (Fabe, 2020, 74).
Al-Qaeda funded the hijackers in the United States through these financial means:
(1) wire transfers from overseas; (2) the physical transport of cash or travellers’
cheques into the United States; and (3) accessing the funds held in foreign
financial institutions by debit or credit cards. The hijackers used the US banking
system to store their funds and facilitate their transactions. The continuous
mutation of terrorists, which generally keeps them a step ahead of state
authorities in raising and transferring money, makes countering the funding of
terrorism by tracking the funds extremely difficult (Napoleoni, 2009, 23).
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Terrorism Financing Risks in Financial Technology
There is an ongoing study funded by the European Union and GIZ-ESIWA on the
use of Fintech and Terrorism Financing (Laksmi, Fabe & Toledo, 2021, 1). There
had been several instances where Fintech had been used to fund terrorist acts. In
June 2015, a Virginia teenager, Ali Shukri Amin, was convicted in the US of
providing material support to ISIS over social media.77 Amin admitted to using
Twitter to advise others on how Bitcoin could be used to mask the provision of
funds in support of ISIS (US Department of Justice, 2015). Yaya Fanusie identified
a July 2016 run by the Ibn Taymiyya Media Center (ITMC), which is the online
media unit of the Mujahideen Shura Council in the Environs of Jerusalem (MSC),
a network of Salafi-jihadist groups in the Gaza strip (Fanusie, 2016, 2).
Terrorist groups may utilize Fintech for occasional and ad hoc international P2P
transfers among members of a group as a method of moving funds, or for use in
targeted crowdfunding campaigns which are cleverly designed to raise funds
online. Terrorist crowdfunding efforts are used to buy weapons and ammunition,
to pay for travel, fund propaganda campaigns and purchase everyday supplies.
They often operate under a pretext of soliciting donations for humanitarian
activity or other noble cause.
Other Related Risks
Terrorist actors come from a wide range of motivations, capabilities, ideologies,
and tactics. These are clear examples of the range of terrorist actors: a.) lone actors,
who may lack formal connections to a central terrorist group (Timothy McVeigh of
the 1995 Oklahoma City bombing); b.) small-cells and facilitation networks, which
may be connected to a main group (Bangsamoro Islamic Freedom Fighters); c.)
command and control organizations without a single established base (such as AlQaeda); and d.) terrorist groups which territories (such as the Taliban in
Afghanistan, ISIS in Syria and Al-Shabaab in Somalia and Mozambique).

POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS AND COURSES OF ACTION BY THE
NATIONAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATORS AND THE PHILIPPINE FINTECH
ALLIANCE
Include Financial Technology and Countering the Financing of Terrorism in
the 2022-2028 National Security Policy
Given the speed at which financial technology applications are accelerating, it is
important that the national security administrators, the BSP officials, the PNP and
the Philippine Fintech Alliance members work together to counter the financing
of terrorism by terrorists using Fintech. More broadly, the national security
administrators should convene an expert working group to include financial
technology and countering the financing of terrorism in the 2022-2028 National
Security Policy. This should include exploring how the national security
practitioners can understand financial technology products and ecosystems.
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Establish a New Law for a Philippine Fintech Regulatory Body
There is a need for a new law for a Philippine Fintech regulatory body. The
Philippine National Police, the BSP and the Philippine Fintech Alliance should
study and clarify the scope and purpose of regulation to ensure that it is
implemented carefully and comprehensively. The Fintech industry must ensure
meaningful enforcement of regulatory policies through the close supervision of
Fintech companies and Fintech products. The BSP and the PNP should be willing
to impose sanctions, such as fines and revocation of Fintech licenses. For instance,
the experience of the US Fintech industry points out that comprehensive
AML/CFT regulation around the industry, supported by meaningful enforcement
action, can drastically reduce exposure to illicit finance risks.
The new Fintech regulators should also draft guidance that takes a nuanced
approach to characterizing the risks Fintech poses in different contexts and for
different purposes. For example, regulators could provide detailed guidance that
indicates the nature of Customer Due Diligence and Know Your Customer
measures. By providing the private sector with a clear view of the nature of risk,
regulators can ensure that private sector effort is directed at mitigating those risks
that are most relevant.It is also important that the Fintech regulatory frameworks
are combined with comprehensive legal arrangements that are clearly designed to
prevent illicit activity. The ASEAN should also play a leadership role in
advocating for a consistent global regulatory approach to AML/CFT regulation
around Fintech in Southeast Asia. Finally, Fintech regulators should provide
banks and other financial institutions with clarity about the regulatory status of
the Fintech industry participants, and prove that the purpose of regulation is to
facilitate the responsible development of the sector.
Capacity Building of Law Enforcement Officials, Prosecutors and Judges
Financial technology consist of complex technologies that require the
development of new law enforcement techniques, knowledge and resources. Illicit
actors and terrorists can adapt to these technologies faster than law enforcement
officials. It is therefore essential that the financial consultants of the BSP should
expand and accelerate efforts to ensure that law enforcement officials and
prosecutors have sufficient levels of competency to investigate and disrupt the
illicit use of Fintech. There is a need to create strategic training programmes for all
staff, and should develop a practical baseline technical understanding across
front-line officers to support ongoing operations. The PNP can adopt a formalized
and an advanced Fintech training programmes for staff in cyber fraud units who
require a more thorough understanding and technical capability. These efforts
should strive to cultivate and hire dedicated staff within the Department of Justice
and the PNP who possess deep domain expertise on Fintech. The Philippine
government should ensure that efforts at education and capacity include training
on how to utilize local authorities in the investigation of illicit finance involving
Fintech. There is a need to conduct a serious, strategic and sustained operational
law enforcement training.
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Enabling Private-Public Partnerships
Public-Public Partnerships are strategic in advancing CFT efforts. Policymakers
know that the police departments have detailed information on security threats,
and that private banks and financial institutions possess valuable customer and
transactional information that may assist in the disruption of terrorism financing.
Last December 2015, the UN Security Council pointed out the essence of publicprivate partnership when it passed Resolution 2253, which called on UN Member
States “to engage with financial institutions and share information on Terrorism
Financing (TF) risks to provide greater context for their work in identifying
potential TF activity and to promote stronger relationships between governments
and the private sector in countering terrorist financing” (UNSCR, 2015). The FATF
has also made the improvement of information sharing a focus of its work, noting
that, ‘Multinational money laundering schemes do not respect national
boundaries.” At the regional level, the ASEAN can build on its existing efforts and
establish dedicated fora for exchanges of operational information between public
and private sectors.

CONCLUSION
Since financing is the reliable lifeblood of terrorist networks, depriving terrorists
of access to funding constrains their operating environment and ability to plan
and execute deadly attacks. The inclusion of Fintech and Countering the
Financing of Terrorism in the 2022 National Security Strategy will put importance
on efforts to disrupt illicit finance actors. It is time for the Philippines to craft a
strong counterterrorism finance strategy by involving the Philippine Fintech
industry and in utilizing the Anti-Terrorism Act of 2020. There has to be a greater
appreciation for the importance of “following the money trail” and involving the
designation of a Philippine Fintech Regulatory Body that will track down the
financing of terrorist groups using the Fintech ecosystem.
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The Return of the Taliban and the Impending
Resurgence of the Islamist Global Insurgency:
A Case for Indigenization of Homeland Security in the
Philippines
Mark Davis M. Pablo, M.Sc.
The resurgence of the Taliban as the dominant politico-military
force after 20 years of US-led international military occupation and
liberal democratic experiment in Afghanistan once again elevates
Islamic fundamentalism or Islamism as one of the top worldwide
security threats, with dire strategic implications to Philippine
national security. The two main transnational terrorist groups vying
for international jihadist leadership—Al Qaeda and the Islamic State
—are highly likely to capitalize on this event in order to advance their
divergent narratives and models of insurgency in their information
warfare to attract the local Islamist armed threat groups to subscribe
to their jihadist ‘franchise’. Meanwhile, the contested spaces within
Afghanistan could be transformed into safe havens for mobilization
in preparation for future terrorist attacks against US security allies,
such as the Philippines. This latest security development significantly
raises the urgency for the Philippine government to indigenize
homeland security as a guiding comprehensive national policy
framework for reforming the public safety and sector in order to
attain the strategic objectives of the National Security Policy 20172022 and the National Security Strategy 2018, effectively prevent
another Marawi-style territorial takeover of urban centers, and stem
the tide of Islamist terror in the country.

Introduction

A

fter almost twenty years since the US-led Multi-National Force launched
the military assault on Afghanistan to haunt Osama Bin Laden—the
founder of Al-Qaeda (1) who orchestrated the 9/11 World Trade Center bombing—
and to establish a highly centralized democratic state patterned after the West, the
Taliban (2) returned to power in Kabul on 15 August 2021. (3) In a span of ten days,
the Taliban captured the Afghan capital and most of its surrounding provinces
culminating in the collapse of the Afghan civilian government led by President
Mohammad Ashraf Ghani Ahmadzai and the dismantling of the Afghan National
Defense and Security Forces (ANDSF). (4) Such unfolding of events sent
shockwaves throughout the world as it has raised the fears on the possible
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resurgence of Islamic fundamentalism or Islamism not only as a global security
threat to the international liberal order but also as an existential threat to
Philippine national security. This calls for proactive policy development and
calibrated strategic planning within the national security establishment in order
to prepare the nation for the eventuality of post-COVID-19 pandemic escalation of
global Islamist insurgency and prevent another wave of humanitarian disaster
arising from Islamist-led, Marawi-style territorial takeover of urban centers in the
country that are highly vulnerable to the scourge of violent extremism and
terrorism.
In light of the latest security development that is currently unfolding in
Afghanistan, the author seeks to accomplish the following: a.) narrate the latest
political-security developments in Afghanistan, with particular focus on the
strategic offensive and subsequent governance framework of the Taliban as well as
its relationship with Al Qaeda and the Islamic State; b..) discuss the strategic
implications of the Taliban takeover of the Afghan state to Philippine national
security, and; c.) recommend the indigenization of homeland security in the
Philippines as a guiding national policy framework that shall contribute to the
advancement of national, regional and global initiatives aimed at defeating the
Islamist insurgency.
THE RESURGENCE OF THE TALIBAN AND THE BIRTH OF THE TERRORIST
NARCO-STATE
Ending the US and NATO Allied Presence in Afghanistan
The ongoing chaos surrounding Afghanistan came on the heels of the
announcement of the US President Joe R. Biden last April 14, 2021 to complete the
withdrawal of all American troops from the country before September 11,
2021which shall coincide with the 20th anniversary of the 9/11 terrorist attack in
the US homeland. (5) He framed his decision as a follow-through on the earlier
negotiated settlement between the US government under the administration of
former President Donald J. Trump and the Taliban in February 2020 in Doha,
Qatar. (6) Arguably, there are four (4) main factors that prompted Biden to stick
with the stipulations of the US-Taliban Doha deal and pull out the remaining
boots on the ground: a.) accomplishment of the original counterterrorist mission
(1) Al-Qaeda is a broad-based militant Islamist organization that was established by Osama bin Laden in the late 1980s. After
serving as logistical network in support of Muslims resisting Soviet occupation of Afghanistan until 1989, Al Qaeda evolved into a
transnational resistance movement against what its leaders view as corrupt Islamic regimes and foreign (i.e. U.S.) presence in
Islamic lands. Source: Encyclopaedia Britannica, s.v. “Al-Qaeda,” last modified February 06, 2019,
https://www.britannica.com/topic/al-Qaeda (accessed September 1, 2021).(2) Taliban or “students” in the Pashto language is a
predominantly Pashtun movement that emerged in the early 1990s in northern Pakistan after the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan.
Initially appearing in religious seminaries mostly funded by Saudi Arabia, it subscribes to a hardline form of Sunni Islam. Its
promise once they seize power was to restore peace and security and impose their rigid interpretation of Sharia or Islamic Law in
Afghanistan. Source: “Who are the Taliban,” BBC News, August 18, 2021, https://www.bbc.com/news/world-south-asia-11451718
(accessed September 1, 2021).
(3) Ibid.
(4) Abdul Basit, “Why did the Afghan army disintegrate so quickly?” Al Jazeera, August 17, 2021,
https://www.aljazeera.com/opinions/2021/8/17/why-did-the-afghan-army-disintegrate-so-quickly (accessed September 1, 2021).
(5) Missy Ryan and Karen DeYoung, “Biden will withdraw all U.S. forces from Afghanistan by September 11, 2021,” The Washington
Post, April 13, 2021, https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/biden-us-troop-withdrawalafghanistan/2021/04/13/918c3cae-9beb-11eb-8a83-3bc1fa69c2e8_story.html (accessed September 8, 2021).
(6) Matthew Lee and Eric Tucker, “Was Biden handcuffed by Trump’s Taliban deal in Doha?” Associated Press News, August 19, 2021,
https://apnews.com/article/joe-biden-middle-east-taliban-doha-e6f48507848aef2ee849154604aa11be (accessed September 8,
2021).
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to assassinate Osama Bin Laden and weaken Al Qaeda;(7) b.) ballooning
budgetary(8) and human cost(9) of the so-called “forever wars” in the Greater
Middle East; c.) overconfidence in the capability and will of the Afghan civilian
government security forces to thwart the Taliban advance,(10) and d.) intent of the
American defense and security establishment to end its so-called “strategic
schizophrenia”(11) by carrying out the rebalance from counterterrorism cum
stabilization operations in Iraq and Afghanistan to great-power competition with
China and Russia.
Hence, on May 1, 2021, the US together with NATO allies began pulling out their
remaining 9,500 soldiers, of which 2,500 were American.(12) In the same month,
the Americans withdrew from the Kandahar Airbase, and then in the following
month, turned over Bagram Airbase—that which has served as the largest base
and nerve center of operations of the US-led coalition forces—to the ANDSF.(13)
On August 31, 2021, the US together with NATO allies completed their troop
withdrawal as well as evacuation of more than 123,000 civilians, including over
6,000 Americans from Afghanistan, thereby officially marking the end of the 20year military-led operations in the country. (14) Chart 1 illustrates the expansion
vis-à-vis contraction of US troop presence in Afghanistan spanning across four US
administrations—from former President George W. Bush to incumbent President
Joe R. Biden. Furthermore, Chart 2 shows the estimated US Congressional
appropriations and spending in current billions of US dollars which exclude
future interest payments and future costs for veteran care. Lastly, Chart 3 provides
a summary of the estimated direct war deaths in Afghanistan and Pakistan from
October 2001 to August 2021.

(7) The White House, Remarks by President Biden on the End of War in Afghanistan, United States Government,
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/speeches-remarks/2021/08/31/remarks-by-president-biden-on-the-end-of-the-warin-afghanistan/.
(8) In terms of budgetary cost, Watson Institute for International and Public Affairs illustrated that the total cost of the U.S.
counterterrorist/counterinsurgency operations both in Afghanistan and Pakistan covering Fiscal Years 2001 to 2022 (including
amounts for Fiscal Year 2022 as budget requests) reached $2.313 trillion, with the following estimated breakdown: $1.055 trillion for
Defense Department Overseas Contingency Operations (OCO) (War) Budget; $60 billion for State Department OCO (War) Budget;
$433 billion for Defense Department Base Budget War-Related Increases; $233 billion for Veterans Care for Afghan War Vets to Date,
and; $532 billion for Estimated Interest on War Borrowing. Source: “U.S. Costs to Date for the War in Afghanistan, in $ Billions
FY2001-FY2022,” Costs of War, Brown University, August 2021, https://watson.brown.edu/costsofwar/figures/2021/human-andbudgetary-costs-date-us-war-afghanistan-2001-2022(accessed September 15, 2021).
(9) In terms of human cost, Watson Institute for International and Public Affairs estimated that the total number of direct war
deaths in Afghanistan and Pakistan was 243,000 wherein 176,000 were killed in Afghanistan while 67,000 lives were lost in Pakistan.
Human casualties include the following: U.S. military, U.S. D.O.D. civilian, U.S. contractors, national military and police, other allied
troops, civilians, opposition fighters, journalists and media workers, and humanitarian aid workers. Source: Ibid.
(10) Patrick Wintour, “A tale of two armies: why Afghan forces proved no match for the Taliban,” The Guardian, August 15, 2021,
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/aug/15/a-tale-of-two-armies-why-afghan-forces-proved-no-match-for-the-taliban
(accessed September 15, 2021).
(11) Mark Davis M. Pablo, “Unshackling the Chains of the Eagle: The Defense Innovation Initiative as Conventional Deterrence
Strategy of the United States,” Stratbase – ADRi Publications (2017): 15.
(12) “Timeline: Key dates in Afghanitan war since 2001,” Dawn.com, August 16, 2021, https://www.dawn.com/news/1640977(accessed
September 15, 2021).
(13) Ibid.
(14) Ryo Nakamura and Ken Moriyasu, “U.S. completes Afghanistan troop withdrawal to end 20-year presence,” Nikkei Asia, August
31, 2021, https://asia.nikkei.com/Politics/International-relations/Afghanistan-turmoil/US-completes-Afghanistan-troopwithdrawal-to-end-20-year-presence (accessed September 15, 2021).
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Chart 1. Deployment of American troops to Afghanistan
Source: New York Post (15)

Chart 2. Summary of U.S. Budgetary Costs for the War in Afghanistan

Source: Watson Institute for International and Public Affairs, Brown University (16)
(15) Michael Goodwin, “A catastrophic pullout amid an Afghanistan stalemate that worked”, New York Post, August 16, 2021,
https://nypost.com/2021/08/16/a-catastrophic-pullout-amid-an-afghanistan-stalemate-that-worked-goodwin/(accessed
September 15, 2021).
(16) “U.S. Costs to Date for the War in Afghanistan, in $ Billions FY2001-FY2022,” Costs of War, Brown University.
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Chart 3. Estimated Direct War Deaths in Afghanistan and Pakistan
(October 2001 – August 2021)

Source: Watson Institute for International and Public Affairs, Brown University (17)

The Taliban Strategic Offensive
In the same month as the US and NATO allies commenced the final evacuation
process, the Taliban carried out a blitz-style strategic offensive throughout
Afghanistan from May to August 2021.(18) It began on May 4, 2021 when the
Taliban launched an armed assault against the ANDSF deployed in southern
Helmand province as well as in six other provinces.(19) Then on May 11, 2021,
while violence was intensifying throughout the country, they captured Nerkh
district outside the capital Kabul.(20) On June 7, 2021, armed conflict between the
Taliban and ANDSF spread in 26 out of the country’s 34 provinces which led to the
death of 150 Afghan soldiers killed in 24 hours.(21) After which, the Taliban began
waging a relentless campaign in the north of Afghanistan which is far from their
traditional strongholds in the southern part of the country, leading to the capture
of more than 50 of 370 districts.(22) By July 21, 2021, the Taliban gained control of
about half of the country’s districts.(23)

(17) Ibid.
(18) “Timeline: Key dates in Afghanitan war since 2001,” Dawn.com.
(19) “Timeline: Taliban’s rapid advance across Afghanistan,” Al Jazeera, August 12, 2021,
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/8/12/timeline-taliban-advance-afghanistan-capitals-provinces (accessed September 22,
2021).
(20) Ibid.
(21) Ibid.
(22) Ibid.
(23) Ibid.
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Image 1. Surge in Taliban Control over Districts in Afghanistan
Source: FDD’s Long War Journal in The New York Times (24)

More cities fell into the hands of the Taliban in the succeeding month. On August
6, 2021, the Taliban seized Zaranj, the capital of Nimruz province in the south and
the first provincial capital to fall since the launching of strategic offensive in early
May.(25) This was followed by the capture of Sheberghan and the entire province
of Jawzjan on August 7, 2021 after reports of heavy fighting with the ANDSF.(26)
Then on August 8, 2021, three provincial centers fell simultaneously: the Taliban
took control of Sar-e-Pul (the capital of the eponymous northern province),
Kunduz (a prized city with a population of 270,000 which lies at the gateway to
mineral-rich northern provinces and Central Asia), and Taluqan (the capital of
Takhar province also in the north where they freed prisoners of war and forced
government officials to leave).(27)
From August 9 to 14, 2021, more cities fell into the hands of the Taliban: Aybak (the
capital of the northern province of Samangan); Farah (the capital of the western
province of the same name); Pul-e-Khumri (the capital of the central province of
Baghlan); Faizabad (the capital of the northeastern province of Badakhshan);
Ghazni (the capital of the southeastern province of Ghazni); Kandahar (the capital
of the southern province of Kandahar); Lashkar Gah (the capital of Helmand
province in the south); Qala-e-Naw (the capital of the western Badghis province);
Feruz Koh (the capital of Afghanistan’s western Ghor province); Pul-e-Alam (the
capital of the central province of Logar); Terenkot (the capital of the southern
province of Uruzgan); Qalat (the capital of Zabul in Afghanistan’s south); and
Mazar-i-Sharif (a major northern city); Pul-e-Alam (the capital of Logar province
just 40 miles south of Kabul).(28) Then on August 15, 2021, the Taliban occupied
(24) Scott Reinhard and David Zucchino, “20 Years of Defense, Erased by the Taliban in a Few Months,” The New York Times, August
14, 2021, https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/08/14/world/asia/afghanistan-maps-taliban.html (accessed September 22,
2021).
(25) “Timeline: Afghanistan provincial capitals captured by Taliban,” Al Jazeera, August 11, 2021,
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/8/11/afghanistan-taliban-provincial-capitals-cities-timeline (accessed September 22, 2021).
(26) Ibid.
(27) Ibid.
(28) Ibid.
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Jalalabad, the capital of Nangarhar province, and finally, on the same day, they
took over the country’s capital city of Kabul.(29) This prompted President
Mohammad Ashraf Ghani Ahmadzai to leave Afghanistan, signaling the collapse
of the US/NATO-backed Islamic Republic of Afghanistan and the end of the 20year Western liberal democratic experiment in the country.(30)

Image 2. Map on the Fall of Afghanistan to Taliban Insurgents
Source: Long War Journal in Yahoo! News (31)

(29) Ibid.
(30)“Afghan President Ghani flees country as Taliban enters Kabul,” Al Jazeera, August 15, 2021,
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/8/15/afghan-president-ghani-flees-country-as-taliban-surrounds-kabul (accessed
September 22, 2021).
(31) Dylan Stableford, “Scenes of chaos at Kabul airport after Taliban seize control of Afghanistan,” Yahoo! News, August 16, 2021,
https://news.yahoo.com/kabul-airport-chaos-video-taliban-afghan-planes-145655579.html?
guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAI141UkC9XQEu0IKal55GWYW1hA
XA2ysko8soENgsfd3kHmoGXT4VgofRu0ra48WXAS7SsT7S272OnglrOPNILDpRc0cm04QkSRbwtC7scfLk_eYfF6Jr3lGzL7DUwREgtclj
0EYSq2u_8Tcm1SwRV_kE-kFyP6UCk9NU8FgH46w (accessed September 22, 2021).
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The Afghan crisis has wreaked havoc and destruction among the people, and
precipitated the collapse of the central state. According to the United Nations
Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (UN OCHA), there were
570,482 internally displaced people from January 1 to August 9, 2021 wherein
nearly 80 percent of them are women and children.(32) Furthermore, the World
Food Programme (WFP) 14 million or one-third of Afghanistan’s population of 38
million is suffering from food insecurity, which includes two million children who
are already malnourished.(33) Prolonged periods of droughts even prior to
Taliban takeover led to 40 percent loss of crops and devastation of livestock,
leading to severe food shortages.(34) Lastly, four decades of war (including the
two-decade guerrilla warfare waged by the Taliban insurgents against the
US/NATO-backed Afghan state) contributed largely to endemic poverty into
Afghanistan, with 54.5 percent of the country living below the poverty line and
current estimates reaching up to 72 percent.(35)
Birthing the Terrorist Narco-State
Political System
Nearly three weeks after the Taliban seized Afghanistan’s capital city of Kabul, the
Islamist insurgents began laying down their governance framework that sharply
contrasts with the Western liberal democratic model and appointed
ultraconservative members of the Cabinet in the newly formed interim
government. In September 2021, the Taliban declared that the country will be
renamed as Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan.(36) which arguably would signify a
return to repressive theocratic rule similar to their five-year reign from 1996 to
2001. A religious leader will lead the government and it will draw its political
legitimacy from the clerics.(37) This is a radical departure from the previous
political order of the US/NATO-backed Islamic Republic of Afghanistan which was
led by a president and drew legitimacy from the people through universal suffrage
in line with international laws and norms. (38)

(32)Mohammed Haddad, “Infographic: Afghanistan’s humanitarian crisis,” Al Jazeera, August 30, 2021,
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/8/30/infographic-afghanistans-humanitarian-crisis-interactive (accessed August 30, 2021).
(33) Ibid.
(34) Ibid.
(35) Ibid.
(36)Lindsay Maizland, “The Taliban in Afghanistan,” Council on Foreign Relations, September 15, 2021,
https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/taliban-afghanistan?
utm_medium=social_owned&utm_content=070321&utm_source=tw&fbclid=IwAR1repi5iRwljSa4KnVEJ5mXETJ8dTKj6j62rYgdtX0U
8CWEtkIyx-9T9Cg (accessed September 22, 2021).
(37) Ibid.
(38) Ibid.
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Image 3. Taliban Insurgents in the Afghan Presidential Palace
Source: Zabi Karimi, Associated Press Photo (39)

According to the Taliban spokesman Zabihullah Mujahid, now acting culture and
information minister, the insurgent group will form a 33-member interim Cabinet.
(40) Currently headed by Mawlawi Hibatullah Akhundzada, the Taliban’s
leadership council shall be called the Rahbari Shura—better known as the Quetta
Shura—and it will be tasked to make decisions for all political and military affairs
of the Emirate.(41) The Quetta Shura shall oversee various commissions (which
are the Islamic Emirate counterparts of ministries under the Islamic Republic) as
well as administrative organs through which the Taliban shall run a shadow
government.(42) The areas which the commissions will focus on include
economics, education, health, and outreach.(43) The military commission will be
in-charge in appointing shadow governors and battlefield commanders for each of
Afghanistan’s 34 provinces. The political commission based in Doha, Qatar led the
peace negotiations with the US.(44)
Upon closer examination of the composition of the interim Cabinet, one may
observe the apparent exclusivism of the members along ethnic and gender lines.
Most of the portfolios were given to Pashtuns—who largely live in the southern
provinces of Afghanistan and make up about half of Afghanistan’s 35 million
population.(45) Only three portfolios were assigned to other ethnic groups such as
(39) Kelsey Vlamis, “Striking photos and video show Taliban fighters holding guns inside Afghanistan’s presidential palace,” Insider,
August 16, 2021, https://www.businessinsider.com/photos-show-taliban-with-guns-reciting-quran-at-presidential-palace-2021-8
(accessed September 22, 2021).
(40) Shafiq Ahmad, “Who’s Who in the Taliban interim government?” Anadolu Agency, September 9, 2021,
https://www.aa.com.tr/en/asia-pacific/whos-who-in-taliban-interim-government/2360424 (accessed September 22, 2021).
(41) Lindsay Maizland, “The Taliban in Afghanistan,” Council on Foreign Relations.
(42)Ibid.
(43) Ibid.
(44) Ibid.
(45)Shafiq Ahmad, “Who’s Who in the Taliban interim government?” Anadolu Agency.
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the Tajiks—who are located mainly in the provinces north of Kabul, such as
Panjshir, and in border areas with Tajikistan and make up about a quarter of the
population—as well as the Uzbeks.(46) Also, all of the 33 members are males and
there is no representation among women. As a consequence, civil society groups
within Afghanistan have carried out mass mobilizations: On September 7, 2021,
hundreds of protesters responded to the call of resistance leader, Ahmad Massoud,
by marching to the streets of Kabul to demand the formation of a more inclusive
government that respects the human rights of all Afghans, especially the rights of
women.(47)
Also, it is alarming to note that there are individuals labelled as terrorists by the
US government and sanctioned by the UN who now occupy key positions of power
within the Quetta Shura: Mohammad Hassan Akhund who was closely affiliated
with Mullah Mohammed Omar, the Taliban’s first leader, and held senior roles
over the past two decades, is acting prime minister.(48) Mullah Abdul Ghani
Baradar, who was the head of the Taliban’s political commission, is deputy of
Akhund.(49) Mullah Muhammad Yaqoub, Omar’s son, is acting defense minister.
(50) Sirajuddin Haqqani—who is acting head of the notorious Haqqani Network, a
militant group in Afghanistan’s southeast and Pakistan’s northwest with close ties
to the Taliban, Al Qaeda, and Pakistan’s intelligence services—is the acting
interior minister.(51) Haqqani is a key conduit between the Taliban and Al Qaeda
which is currently under the leadership of Ayman al-Zawahiri.(52)

(46)Ibid.
(47) Ali M. Latifi, “Hundreds of Afghans take to Kabul’s streets calling for ‘freedom’”, Al Jazeera, September 7, 2021,
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/9/7/afghanistan-hundreds-take-to-the-street-in-anti-taliban-protest (accessed 25
September 2021).
(48) Ibid.
(49) Ibid.
(50)Ibid.
(51) Ibid.
(52) Meenakshi Ray, “Al Qaeda leader, rumoured dead, surfaces in video on 9/11 anniversary,” Hindustan Times, September 12, 2021,
https://www.hindustantimes.com/world-news/al-qaeda-leader-rumoured-dead-surfaces-in-video-on-9-11-anniversary101631420068514.html (accessed September 24, 2021).
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Image 4. The Taliban’s Interim Government
Source: Anadolu Agency (53)

(53) Shafiq Ahmad, “Who’s Who in the Taliban interim government?” Anadolu Agency.
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Relationship with the Main Transnational Terrorist Groups
Cole Bunzel provides a succinct account on the divergent status of relationship of
the Taliban with the two leading transnational terrorist groups that are competing
for international jihadist leadership—Al-Qaeda and the Islamic State—as well as
the underlying reasons for such divergence. On the one hand, the Taliban does
have symbiotic ties with Al Qaeda by virtue of their shared history of jihadist
struggle against the US as well as blood ties.(54) Specifically, Al Qaeda
subordinates itself to the Taliban: This began when the Taliban invited former Al
Qaeda leader, Osama bin Laden, to stay in Afghanistan for protection.(55) In the
same year as the 9/11 terrorist attacks, bin Laden swore an oath of allegiance, or
bay’a, to then Taliban leader Mullah Omar and called on all members of Al Qaeda
in the country to follow suit.(56)
Since then, the tradition has been passed on to the next generation of jihadist
leadership: In 2014, Ayman al-Zawahiri, bin Laden’s successor, announced the
renewal of the bay’a to Mullah Omar, and then reiterated doing the same to the
next two leaders of the Taliban, namely Mullah Akhtar Muhammad Mansour in
2015 and Mullah Haibatullah Akhundzada in 2016.(57) Al Qaeda affiliate groups in
various parts of the world have also followed suit in pledging bay’a to the head of
the Taliban as their supreme authority and to the core leadership of Al Qaeda: In
March 2017, after Malian rebel leader Iyad ag Ghali declared the establishment of
a new Al Qaeda affiliate in West Africa, he swore an oath of allegiance both to
Akhundzada and al-Zawahiri.(58)
The Al Qaeda narrative has been consistent: that the Islamic Emirate of
Afghanistan is “the first legitimate emirate” since the fall of the Ottoman Caliphate
in 1924. Hence, when the Taliban was able to seal the deal with the US on their full
withdrawal this year through Qatari mediation, Al Qaeda saw this as a “great
historical victory” and called on Muslims throughout the world to follow the
Taliban’s example of its commitment to jihad.(59) In its propaganda, it then
portrays the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan as “the nucleus of the Islamic state” or
the Caliphate “that will rule by God’s pure law” whereas it valorizes the Taliban’s
leader—the “commander of the believers”—as a quasi-caliphal figure. (60)
On the other hand, the Taliban holds an adversarial relationship with the Islamic
State. From the standpoint of the Islamic State – Khorasan (ISIS-K)(61), in
particular, the Taliban is considered as a group of ‘apostates’ for having strayed
from the call for religious purity following the death of Mullah Omar in 2013.(62)
For the ISIS-K, the Taliban has since become more nationalistic in its aspiration,
(54) Cole Bunzel, “Al Qaeda Versus ISIS: The Jihadi Power Struggle in the Taliban’s Afghanistan,” Foreign Affairs, September 14,
2021, https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/afghanistan/2021-09-14/al-qaeda-versus-isis (accessed September 24, 2021).
(55)Ibid.
(56) Ibid.
(57) Ibid.
(58) Ibid.
(59) Ibid.
(60) Ibid.
(61) Islamic State – Khorasan (ISIS-K) is the regional affiliate or province (wilayah) of the Islamic State group in Khorasan, a
historical region that encompasses modern-day Afghanistan and Pakistan. It is considered as the most extreme and violent of all the
jihadist militant groups in Afghanistan, and it is part of the global Islamic State network that aims to execute terrorist attacks on
Western, international and humanitarian targets. Source: Frank Gardner, “Afghanistan airport attack: Who are IS-K?” British
Broadcasting Corporation, August 27, 2021, https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-58333533 (accessed September 24, 2021).
(62)Cole Bunzel, “Al Qaeda Versus ISIS: The Jihadi Power Struggle in the Taliban’s Afghanistan,” Foreign Affairs.
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more tolerant of Afghanistan’s Shiite minority whom it views as ‘infidels’, and
more accommodating to what it perceives as ‘apostate’ states, such as Qatar.(63)
Furthermore, ISIS condemns the Taliban for having rejected ISIS’s claim of
successfully reestablishing the Islamic Caliphate in Iraq and Syria back in 2014,
and also for resisting ISIS-K’s efforts to build a province or wilayah in the so-called
land of Khorasan.(64)
ISIS-K rejects the triumphalist narrative of Al Qaeda, and instead, claims that the
US-Taliban Doha deal in 2020 is further evidence of the deviation of the Taliban
from jihad, and that the Taliban has effectively become a “new ally” of the US.(65)
According to the ISIS-K spokesperson, the agreement was “a cover for the standing
alliance between the apostate Taliban militia and the Crusaders.”(66) In other
words, the ISIS-K argues that the Taliban never seized power from the US and its
Afghan-backed government; rather, the US handed over power to the Taliban,
hence, becoming a US client regime.(67) To demonstrate its continuing resistance
against what it perceives as a “peaceful transfer of power from one idolatrous ruler
to another”(68), the ISIS-K launched a deadly suicide bombing near Kabul
International Airport last August 26, 2021 leading to the death of at least 12 US
servicemen and more than 60 Afghan civilians.(69) In response, Chinese Foreign
Minister Wang Yi announced that it would offer the Taliban at least US$31 million
worth of emergency aid which includes grain, winter supplies, medicines, as well
as 3 million COVID-19 vaccine doses to Afghanistan.(70)

Image 5. Global Presence of Al Qaeda and the Islamic State
Source: US Office of the Director of National Intelligence (71)

(63)Ibid.
(64) Ibid.
(65) Ibid.
(66) Ibid.
(67) Ibid.
(68) Ibid.
(69) Jason Burke, “Islamic State claims responsibility for Kabul airport blasts,” The Guardian, August 26, 2021,
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/aug/26/isis-affiliate-iskp-is-prime-suspect-for-kabul-airport-suicide-bomb (accessed
September 24, 2021).
(70) “China extends $31m in emergency aid to Afghanistan, Al Jazeera, September 9, 2021,
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/9/9/china-offers-31m-in-aid-3-million-covid-shots-to-afghanistan (accessed September 26,
2021).
(71) Office of the Director of National Intelligence, Worldwide Threat Assesment of the US Intelligence Community, United States
Government, https://www.intelligence.senate.gov/sites/default/files/documents/os-dcoats-012919.pdf.
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Domestic Economy
Lastly, as the Taliban laid bare its overall intent on how to govern Afghanistan—
which includes defining its political system (to include the composition of its
caretaker government) and characterizing its relationship with the two main
transnational terrorist groups, Al Qaeda and the Islamic State—it still has not yet
revealed its concrete post-war reconstruction and rehabilitation strategy for the
country’s shattered domestic economy. As of writing, the Taliban is grappling with
the effects of the asset freeze imposed by the US amounting to almost US$9.5
billion worth of assets that belong to the Afghan central bank.(72) It is also
deprived of cash shipments to the country since the group remains on the
sanctions designation list of the US Treasury Department.(73) So far, it has only
pronounced that it is going to pivot economically towards China: According to the
Taliban spokesman Zabihullah Mujahid, the terrorist group will be relying
primarily on financing from China as the latter has vowed to invest in and rebuild
Afghanistan.(74)
Nevertheless, throughout its 20-year insurgency, the Taliban was able to collect
revenues estimated between US$300 million to US$1.5 billion a year, according to
UN monitors.(75) They generated funds through extortion of businesses and
conduct of other extractive criminal acts on territories under their control.(76)
However, its single largest source of revenue was mainly from the lucrative
narcotics industry. According to the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime
(UNODC), Afghanistan is the world’s largest producer of opium wherein its opium
harvest accounts for more than 80% of the global supply.(77) The UNODC
estimated that, as of 2018, opium production contributed up to 11% of the Afghan
domestic economy.(78) Most of the land devoted for poppy cultivation has been
concentrated in Taliban-controlled areas: Helmand province in southern
Afghanistan, for example, had the largest area for poppy cultivation in 2020
amounting to 115,597 hectares.(79) Chapter 4 illustrates Afghanistan’s share in the
global opium production.

(72) Saleha Mohsin, US freezes Afghan central bank’s assets of $9.5bn, Al Jazeera, August 18, 2021,
https://www.aljazeera.com/economy/2021/8/18/us-freezes-afghan-central-banks-assets-of-9-5bn (accessed September 24, 2021)
(73) Ibid.
(74) “Afghanistan: Taliban to rely on Chinese funds, spokesperson says,” Al Jazeera, September 2, 2021,
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/9/2/afghanistan-taliban-to-rely-on-chinese-money-spokesperson-says (accessed
September 26, 2021).
(75) “From size and funding to equipment, how Afghanistan’s forces match up to Taliban,” Firstpost, August 4, 2021,
https://www.firstpost.com/world/from-size-and-funding-to-equipment-how-afghanistans-forces-match-up-to-taliban9864331.html (accessed September 24, 2021).
(76) Ibid.
(77) World Drug Report 2021 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.21.XI.8), cited in “Afghanistan: How much opium is produced
and what’s the Taliban’s record?” British Broadcasting Corporation, August 25, 2021, https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia58308494 (accessed September 24, 2021).
(78) Ibid.
(79) Ibid.
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Chart 4. Afghanistan’s Share in the Global Opium Production
Source: Anadolu Agency (80)

According to UNODC survey, opium farming generates mass employment in
Afghanistan, and in 2019, opium harvesting provided almost 120,000 jobs among
the local population.(81) The US State Department reports that the Taliban reaps
profits directly through collection of 10% cultivation tax from opium farmers and
indirectly through processing and trafficking.(82) The Taliban also collects taxes
from laboratories that convert opium into heroin, as well as from individual
smugglers of illicit drugs.(83) Overall estimates indicate that the Taliban’s annual
share of the illicit drug economy range from US$100m – US$400m.(84) Based on
the Special Inspector General for Afghan Reconstruction (SIGAR) Report of US
Commander General John Nicholson, the drug trade accounts for up to 60% of the
Taliban’s annual revenue.(85) As a result of such permissive environment for
poppy cultivation vis-à-vis high demand among foreign illegal drug markets,
Afghanistan has become the major supplier of heroin in Europe, amounting to
95% of market share,(86) as well as in neighboring countries such as Russia, Iran
and Pakistan.(87)
(80)Ibid.
(81) Ibid.
(82) Ibid.
(83) Ibid.
(84) Ibid.
(85) Ibid.
(86) Ibid.
(87) William Thatcher Dowell, “Focus on Afghanistan: Will Afghanistan Emerge as a Narco Superstate? Global Geneva, August 30,
2021, https://www.global-geneva.com/focus-on-afghanistan-will-afghanistan-emerge-as-a-narco-superstate/ (accessed September
24, 2021).
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Image 6. Main Opiate Trafficking Flows

Source: United Nations Office of Drugs and Crime (88)

STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS OF THE TALIBAN TAKEOVER OF THE
AFGHAN STATE ON PHILIPPINE NATIONAL SECURITY
Systems Model of Insurgency
In order to understand how the successful Taliban takeover of the Afghan state
could possibly shape the dynamics and trajectory of local Islamist insurgency
movement in Southern Philippines, the author deems it proper and fitting to refer
to David Kilcullen’s Systems Model of Insurgency as an analytical tool. In his
system of thought, insurgency movements which comprise a distinct set of local
armed groups with legitimate political grievances and driven by the pursuit of a
broader political agenda are not merely social but organic systems whereby
human beings and organizational structures that comprise insurgencies operate
like any other living organisms:
"Counterinsurgency theory, as described, has long understood that
insurgencies are social systems. Complexity theory takes this understanding
further by showing that social systems (and hence, insurgencies) are organic
systems. That is, social systems share characteristics with living systems like
cells, organisms or ecosystems. They comprise interdependent parts, inputs,
processes and outputs, which exist in a pattern of relationships that define the
extent of the system and work together for the whole. So the branch of
Complexity theory dealing with ‘living’ systems is an appropriate starting point
for a complex systems analysis of insurgency."(89)

With Kilcullen's creative incorporation of biological worldview and set of
categories into the social universe of insurgency, one may then arrive at two (2)
logical conclusions: First, an insurgency is existentially interdependent with its
social environment. For Kilcullen, insurgency exists as a new pattern of interaction
(88) World Drug Report 2021 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.21.XI.8).
(89) David Kilcullen, "Countering Global Insurgency," (2004): 22-23.
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among pre-existing elements in its so-called parent society (i.e. individuals,
grievances, infrastructure, and weapons).(90) It does not and cannot exist
independently from the community; rather, it usually emerges as a strategic
response to externally-induced disruptions perceived as existential threats to a
local society's way of life.
Second, an insurgency thrives in ecosystems that are replete with agential
grievances and structural faultlines. Conversely, it weakens or dies when deprived
of such vital inputs. Kilcullen introduces the idea that an insurgency, similar to a
living cell, is open to matter and energy flows from its environment which, in turn,
sustains its very existence.(91) As these inputs (i.e. recruits, sympathizers,
weapons, grievances, and doctrines) flow into the insurgent movement, they are
fundamentally transformed (through processes such as indoctrination,
intelligence collection, operations, and logistics).(92) After which, they emanate as
outputs (heavy casualties, material destruction, social dislocation, and media
mileage).(93)
In his systems model of insurgency, Kilcullen arguably assigns a privileged
position for the local society as one of the major elements that could sustain or
even expand an insurgency. He uses the term, "node," or physical component and
infers to the population as one of the nodes (i.e. individual fighters, units,
sympathizers, and intelligence assets as well as social groups like clans and tribes),
others being infrastructure and materiel.(94) Eventually, these human nodes
become input, a potential source of energy and matter for the perpetuation of an
insurgency.(95) Once they enter the movement, they are transformed into recruits,
supporters, leaders, and specialists,(96) thereby providing any or all of the five (5)
forms of external support, namely moral, political, financial, technical, and
military. Furthermore, they also bring along with them other forms of tangible
input such as materiel (i.e. ammunition, weapons, money, and medical supplies)
as well as intangible input (i.e. grievances, ideology, doctrine/tactics, religious
belief, and techniques and procedures (TTP)).(97)
Once the matter and energy flow to the insurgency remains unhampered, the
insurgency system becomes "self-sustaining."(98) In other words, the insurgency
could evolve into a self-perpetuating system once the cycle of violence becomes
the "new normal" in a given theater of operations. More often than not, the
downspiral of security situation coupled with dissipation of economic
opportunities and breakdown of social and political institutions could radicalize
the population and render them susceptible to what Tom Pettinger calls "depluralization"—the psychological process whereby individuals begin to perceive
fewer alternatives to extreme violence,(99) and hence, gravitate towards
insurgency. Kilcullen refers to this phenomenon in the evolution of insurgency as
(90)Ibid, 23
(91) Ibid.
(92) Ibid.
(93) Ibid.
(94) Ibid, 24.
(95) Ibid, 25.
(96) Ibid.
(97) Ibid.
(98) Ibid.
(99) Tom Pettinger, "What is the Impact of Foreign Military Intervention on Radicalization?," Journal for Deradicalization Winter
15/16 Nr. 5 (2016): 92-119. url: file:///C:/Users/Mark%20Davis/Downloads/36-143-1-PB.pdf.
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formation of “critical mass”: "When an insurgent theatre reaches critical
mass, removing the initial cause of the insurgency will not cause it to wither.
It has become self-sustaining, with sufficient energy and matter moving in
the system (in the form of feedback loops such as revenge, economic
dislocation, hatred and violence) that it can continue to function without
the initial stimulus."(100)

Image 7. Model of Insurgency as a Biological System
Source: David Kilcullen (101)

(100) David Kilcullen, "Countering Global Insurgency," (2004): 31.
(101) David Kilcullen, “Countering Global Insurgency,” Counterinsurgency (Victoria: Scribe Publications Pty Ltd., 2010), 198.
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Critical Analysis on the Impact of Taliban Resurgence on Islamist Insurgency
in Southern Philippines
The author argues that the full withdrawal of the US-led Multi-National Force visà-vis successful Taliban capture of the Afghan state is highly likely to have a
significant, long-term impact on the local Islamist insurgency movements in
Mindanao and Sulu which remain committed to the Caliphate-building project in
Southeast Asia. Using the Kilcullenean analytical optic, the author identifies two
(2) possible strategic implications that the Philippine national security
establishment may opt to examine and monitor closely, namely: a.) intensified
information warfare between Al Qaeda and the Islamic State in the radicalization
phase through the proliferation of two (2) divergent jihadist narratives on the
resurgence of the Taliban in social and tri-media, and; b.) transformation of less
governed and ungoverned spaces within Afghanistan as safe havens for
mobilization (recruitment, training and planning) in preparation for the
execution of transnational terrorist attacks.
Information Warfare between Al Qaeda and the Islamic State
Al Qaeda and the Islamic State are highly likely to capitalize on the Taliban
takeover of the Afghan state to advance their divergent narratives and models of
insurgency in order to persuade the local Islamist armed threat groups to
subscribe to their ‘franchise’ as they intensify their respective radicalization
activities through social and tri-media. As of writing, the local Islamist armed
threat groups based in Mindanao and Sulu, namely the Abu Sayyaf Group (ASG) –
Basilan faction, Bangsamoro Islamic Freedom Fighters (BIFF), Ansar Khalifah
Philippines (AKP), and Maute Group, among others are still under the nominal
umbrella of Islamic State East Asia but operating in a decentralized fashion
mainly as a result of the assassination of Isnilon Hapilon, the self-proclaimed emir
of Islamic State wilayat in Southeast Asia, in October 2017, and the destruction of
their unified front structure after the Marawi Siege from May 23 to October 23,
2017.
It remains to be seen whether these local Islamist armed threat groups will retain
their allegiance with the Islamic State, shift their allegiance to the Taliban-Al
Qaeda alliance, or become fluid in their preference of international jihadist brand.
On the one hand, one may posit that these local Islamist armed threat groups will
likely retain their allegiance with the Islamic State and subscribe to its narrative
version on the Taliban co-optation by the US because it provides better ideological
justification for their puritanical vision of Islam, and consequently, continuing
adherence to violent extremist acts against US allies, such as the Philippines. After
the change of guard in Kabul, the ISIS-K conducted 77 attacks, according to the
United Nations Assistance Mission in Afghanistan,(102) and killed American
soldiers especially during the latest terror bombing at Kabul International
Airport.(103) This may be viewed as part of the ISIS-K’s orchestrated effort to
demonstrate to the Afghan citizens the inutility of the Taliban to maintain law and
(102) Anchal Vohra, “America Isn’t Ready to Fight the Islamic State in Afghanistan,” Foreign Policy, September 28, 2021,
https://foreignpolicy.com/2021/09/28/america-isnt-ready-to-fight-the-islamic-state-in-afghanistan/?
fbclid=IwAR2fyoiNi_0GnnLJIyoqEr3XbELEWJLNDYPlhVNttC0dd9nkkzaOPHS1A4E (accessed September 30, 2021).
(103) Jason Burke, “Islamic State claims responsibility for Kabul airport blasts,” The Guardian.
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order, lure the hardline jihadists within the Taliban and disenfranchised
segments of the Afghan population to join their ranks, and send a strong message
to the current and prospective jihadists across the globe, including those in the
Southern Philippines that the Islamic State remains as the legitimate vanguard of
the global Islamist cause.
Furthermore, the prospects of local Islamist armed threat groups in the Southern
Philippines maintaining their allegiance to the Islamic State could be further
reinforced by the already well-established network of Islamic State affiliates in
Southeast Asia built since 2014 in which they are part of. Conversely, Al Qaeda’s
overall influence in Southern Philippines significantly waned since the Moro
Islamic Liberation Front (MILF) which was previously an Al Qaeda affiliate
severed its ties with Jemaah Islamiyah (JI)—Al Qaeda’s primary conduit in
Southeast Asia—purged JI elements within its ranks since 2008, and was later coopted by the Philippine government to lead the BARMM in 2012.(104) Al Qaeda’s
domestic clout was further eroded when the Abu Sayyaf Group (ASG), another Al
Qaeda affiliate, split into two, and the Isnilon Hapilon and Hajan Sawadjaan
decided to break away from the Radullan Sahiron-led ASG to establish their proIslamic State factions in 2014.(105)
On the other hand, one may counter-argue that there are other contingent factors
that may be taken into consideration which could probably sway these local
Islamist armed threat groups based in Mindanao and Sulu from the Islamic State
and into the fold of the resurgent Taliban-Al Qaeda alliance, such as the possible
scenario of strategic defeat of the ISIS-K, especially in its stronghold in the
Nangarhar province in Afghanistan. As of writing, ISIS-K is estimated to have
between 1,500 and 2,200 fighters which are significantly much lower than the
Taliban which has approximately 100,000 fighters.(106) Meanwhile, Al Qaeda—
Taliban’s force multiplier and “elite backbone” due to its cosmopolitan character
as well as the intelligence, communication and fighting skills of its men—does
have approximately 600 fighters.(107) Furthermore, the Taliban claimed to have
killed top ISIS-K key figures who are instrumental to their dominance, such as:
Ziya ul-Haq—also known as Abu Omar Khorasani—the former leader of ISIS-K;
Farooq Bengalzai, an Islamic State leader from Pakistan, and; Abu Obaidullah
Mutawakil, a well-regarded Salafi scholar.(108) The Taliban also launched a
crackdown on ISIS-K members by detaining at least 80 jihadist fighters in
Nangarhar province.(109) It remains to be seen whether these gains in the
battlefield will be sustained which could significantly tilt the information warfare
away from the ISIS-K and towards the Taliban-Al Qaeda alliance.
Regardless of the possible retention, shift or fluidization of allegiances, the
Philippine government ought to view the intensification of information warfare
(104) Kenneth Yeo, “How Will the Taliban Affect Violent Extremism in Mindanao?” The Diplomat, September 22, 2021,
https://thediplomat.com/2021/09/how-will-the-taliban-affect-violent-extremism-in-mindanao/ (accessed September 29, 2021).
(105) Ibid.
(106) Anchal Vohra, “America Isn’t Ready to Fight the Islamic State in Afghanistan,” Foreign Policy.
(107) Robin Wright, “Afghanistan, Again, Becomes a Cradle for Jihadism—an Al Qaeda,” The New Yorker, August 23, 2021,
https://www.newyorker.com/news/daily-comment/afghanistan-again-becomes-a-cradle-for-jihadism-and-al-qaeda (accessed
September 30, 2021).
(108) Mujtaba Haris and Ali M Latifi, “Taliban takes on ISKP, its most serious foe in Afghanistan,” Al Jazeera, September 27, 2021,
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/9/27/afghanistan-taliban-promises-to-eradicate-groups-seeking-chaos (accessed
September 29, 2021).
(109) Ibid.
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with grave concern as the triumphalist narrative of Al Qaeda (or the contested
narrative of the ISIS-K) could constitute as a powerful input—in reference to
Kilcullen’s model—that could further firm up the radical ideological foundation of
the local Islamist armed threat groups based in Mindanao and Sulu, and hence,
embolden the overall Islamist insurgency movement in Southern Philippines.
Furthermore, the Bangsamoro population’s receptivity to Al Qaeda’s and the
Islamic State’s shared themes and messages of systemic exploitation by the US and
its allies, including the Philippines and the need for armed resistance is arguably
contingent upon the relative success (or failure) of the passage of the Bangsamoro
Organic Law (BOL) and the subsequent formation of the Bangsamoro Autonomous
Region in Muslim Mindanao (BARMM). It is imperative for the Bangsamoro
political project to: a.) deliver on its long-term commitment to address the socalled “gut issues” which mainly comprise the grievances of the Bangsamoro
society, such as endemic poverty, lack of access to basic social services, and decent
economic opportunities for upward social mobility,(110) and; b.) forge a more
politically inclusive autonomous government that includes former members of
the Moro National Liberation Front (MNLF) as well as other political
representatives and civil society groups among the Christian and Lumad
populations. Failure to carry out this twofold task would increase the appeal of
Islamism among the disenfranchised segments of the Bangsamoro population,
thereby rendering the terrain fertile for continuing radicalization.
Transformation of Less Governed and Ungoverned Spaces within Afghanistan as
Safe Havens for Terrorism
Aside from the possibility of intensification of information warfare in the social
and tri-media to lure susceptible individuals to join the jihadist movement, the
withdrawal of the US and NATO allied forces, the collapse of the Afghan state, and
the resurgence of the Taliban have radically altered the domestic political
landscape and generated much volatility, uncertainty, complexity, and ambiguity
(VUCA)(111) in terms of governance and law and order in Afghanistan. The
Taliban’s apparent non-inclusivist approach to state governance (i.e. lack of
political representation among other disenfranchised sectors and ethnic groups)
is highly likely to contribute in the perpetuation of political instability within
Afghanistan in the coming years. Under such highly unstable political climate and
aided by Afghanistan’s porous borders, the less governed and ungoverned spaces
within the country could be potentially transformed as safe havens for both Al
Qaeda and the ISIS-K to freely and openly recruit and train disenfranchised
members of the Afghan population as well as attract prospective and current
transnational terrorists coming from various parts of the globe to hatch terrorist
plots against US allies, including the Philippines.
Worse, the lack of robust US intelligence network presence in a Talibandominated Afghanistan and the absence of a full-scale military base close to the
(110) Mark Davis M. Pablo, “Hunger to Anger in Aceh and Mindanao: A Political Economic Perspective on the Resilience of Violent
Radicalism,” Stratbase – ADRi Occasional Paper Vol. 9.9 (2016): 13.
(111) “Volatile, Uncertain, Complex, and Accelerating (VUCA): A Comprehensive View of Change,” Foresight University,
http://www.foresightguide/com/volatile-uncertain-complex-and-accelerating-vuca-a-defensive-view-of-change/ (accessed
September 26, 2021).
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war-torn country to carry out President Biden’s over-the-horizon surgical strikes
and decapitation missions (i.e. drone strikes, special operations warfare) against
top Islamist leaders could facilitate the incubation of new terror cells from both
Islamist camps ready for deployment in various theaters of operations, including
Mindanao and Sulu. As of writing, it is still unclear whether the US will use the
existing Al Udeid air base in Qatar or build a new base close to Pakistan or in
Central Asia, such as Uzbekistan and Tajikistan.(112)
Under the status quo, the Philippine-based Islamist armed threat groups currently
maintain a vast and complex web of interdependence with other Islamic State
affiliates (rather than with Al Qaeda-linked JI) in the Southeast Asian region,
especially those in Indonesia and Malaysia which, in turn, do have direct links
with the ISIS-K. One particular person of interest who is likely to strengthen the
operational, logistical and financial linkages of Islamic State-affiliated groups in
Southeast Asia with ISIS-K is Saifullah (a.k.a. Danial or Chaniago), an Indonesian
national who has been linked to the conduct of various terrorist attacks in
Southeast Asia in recent years.(113) Given his extensive involvement in the
Marawi Siege in 2017 and the Jolo Cathedral bombings in 2019 as well as his
current active membership in ISIS-K, Saifullah could be well-positioned to be the
ISIS-K’s main conduit between Afghanistan and Southeast Asia who will help the
local Islamist armed threat groups maintain access to manpower, materiel and
money as well as technologies of violence of ISIS-K and other Islamic State
affiliates throughout the larger Middle East and North Africa (MENA).
Nevertheless, the possible emergence of a reorganized and reinvigorated Al Qaeda
under the protection of the Taliban and after the reign of al-Zawahiri may opt to
rival the ISIS-K in offering to provide inputs to the local Islamist insurgency, such
as fresh provision of manpower (i.e. recruits, supporters, specialists, and leaders),
materiel (i.e. arms, weapons, and ammunition), and financial sponsorship (i.e.
money from local business extortion, transnational criminal activities, and the
lucrative narcotics production and trade). Should Al Qaeda gain the competitive
edge over the ISIS-K with the help of Taliban patronage, local Islamist insurgent
groups in Southern Philippines may be incentivized to switch allegiances in order
to capitalize on such new outpour of international jihadist support.
This scenario may not yet be immediately seen and felt due to COVID-19
international travel restrictions and imposition of other border security control
measures which severely reduced terrorist trans-border movement especially in
the Greater Sulu-Sulawesi Southern Corridor and complicated the efforts of both
local and foreign Islamist armed threat groups to mobilize, recruit and coordinate
attacks.(114) Furthermore, the imposition of nationwide quarantines to curb the
(112) Kenneth Yeo, “How Will the Taliban Affect Violent Extremism in Mindanao?” The Diplomat, September 22, 2021,
https://thediplomat.com/2021/09/how-will-the-taliban-affect-violent-extremism-in-mindanao/ (accessed September 29, 2021).
(113) Saifullah is a key person of interest due to his pivotal role during the Marawi Siege in 2017 and Jolo Cathedral bombings in
2019 as well as his existing connections with the ISIS-K. In March 2016, he together with Munawar Kholil, a key member of the
Katibah Nusantara (Battalion of the Malay Archipelago), allegedly transferred funds to Dr. Mahmud Ahmad, the pro-Islamic State
Malaysian who recruited and financed jihadist fighters for the Islamic State who eventually took part in the territorial takeover of
Marawi City. Then in July 2017, Saifullah went to Afghanistan and joined forces with ISIS-K. Working from Afghanistan, he was in
direct contact with the Indonesian Andi Baso who recruited for and facilitated the twin bombings in Our Lady of Mount Carmel in
Jolo, Sulu. Source: Jasminder Singh and Rueben Ananthan Santhana Dass, “The Rise of Saifullah: Islamic State’s New Point Man for
Southeast Asia?” The Diplomat, August 16, 2021, https://thediplomat.com/2021/08/the-rise-of-saifullah-islamic-states-new-pointman-for-southeast-asia/ (accessed September 26, 2021).
(114) Kenneth Yeo, “How Will the Taliban Affect Violent Extremism in Mindanao?” The Diplomat.
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spread of COVID-19 limited the number of people to assemble in certain locations,
thereby restricting terrorist targets.(115) As a result of these temporary public
health-related interventions, terrorist attacks in the Philippines have declined
significantly since 2019.(116) However, once the threat of COVID-19 pandemic is
reduced, if not totally contained, at the local, regional and global levels, and the
subsequent restrictions on movement of people and goods are lifted, it is highly
likely that the abovementioned inputs—manpower, materiel and money—will
begin to make inroads into Mindanao and Sulu on a massive scale absent a wellintegrated and streamlined domestic security apparatus backed by draconian
anti-terrorist legal regime that works in sync with multilateral institutions for
countering the global Islamist insurgency.

WAY FORWARD: ADOPTION AND INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF
HOMELAND SECURITY AS A NATIONAL POLICY FRAMEWORK FOR
DISAGGREGATION
Disaggregation Strategy
Having discussed the strategic implications of the Taliban capture of the Afghan
state to the local Islamist insurgency movements in Southern Philippines, it would
be imperative for the Philippine government to design a new comprehensive and
proactive strategy for domestic security in accordance with the National Security
Policy 2017-2022(117) and the National Security Strategy 2018(118) that will
enhance national resilience against the next global Islamist wave. In general, given
that insurgencies are intricately linked with their social environment and that
their very survival is highly dependent on the inflow of matter and energy,
Kilcullen proposes a counterinsurgency strategy for the metropolitan state that
departs from the two main schools of classical counterinsurgency (enemy-centric
and population-centric approaches)(119) which have since dominated the
Philippine government’s policy formulation and strategic planning. He then
proposes disaggregation strategy which focuses on the nexus rather than the
enemy or the local population and seeks to de-link or dismantle the complex web
of links that allow a particular insurgency movement to operate not only as a local
but a global entity.(120) Acknowledging that insurgency resides in the pattern of
relationships, the operational concept of disaggregation is thus the rearranging of
pattern into a stable "system state" and restoring peaceful mode of interaction
(115) Ibid.
(116) Ibid.
(117) The National Security Policy 2017-2022 explicitly identifies “terrorism and transnational crimes” as one of the national security
challenges that need to be addressed. It directly impacts “public safety, law and order and justice” as one of the national security
interests. In order to effectively prevent and counter terrorism and transnational crime as well as other related issues and
challenges, the said authoritative document lays down the imperative for the Philippine government to strengthen the five (5)
pillars of the criminal justice system—law enforcement, the courts, prosecution, penology, and the community.
(118) The National Security Strategy 2018 provides the guiding principles in the preparation of strategic action plans to address the
issues and challenges to Philippine national security, such as terrorism and transnational crimes. The first strategic line of action is
to “guarantee public safety and achieve good governance” which can be achieved by confronting the rise of more violent and
extremist Islamist jihadists who have pledged allegiance to the Islamic State terror network. It enumerates strategic actions to
achieve such objective, such as but not limited to: a.) working with Congress to allocate greater resources to modernize our police,
military, and coast guard and to enable our troops to confront the challenges of terrorism and insurgency, and; b.) defeating
radicalism and prevent recruitment through an effective whole-of-government approach an addressing the process of
radicalization and de-radicalization through information operations and education.
(119) David Kilcullen, "Two Schools of Classical Counterinsurgency," Small Wars Journal, January 27, 2007, accessed September 13,
2016, http://smallwarsjournal.com/blog/two-schools-of-classical-counterinsurgency.
(120) David Kilcullen, "Countering Global Insurgency," (2004): 37.
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within the parent society.(121) In particular, Kilcullen identifies eight (8) basic
types of links that join various Islamist theaters of operation and groups within
them into an aggregated pattern of global jihad: a.) ideological links, b.) linguistic
and cultural links, c.) personal history, d.) family relationships, e.) financial links,
f.) operational and planning links, g.) propaganda, and h.) doctrines, techniques
and procedures.(122)
Fully aware of the tremendous potential power of the local population in
sustaining or expanding the insurgency movement, Kilcullen gives much weight
on: a.) severing the umbilical cord that ties the two (2) entities within the
insurgent ecosystem of world society; and b.) strategically intervening in the
economic, political and social life of the local society to rectify structural
imbalances that cause mass discontent. Of his seven (7) proposed strategic
objectives for disaggregation, three (3) are directly concerned with the local
society: a.) isolation of the insurgents from local populations through theaterspecific measures with the end-goals of winning the hearts and minds, countering
enemy propaganda, creating alternative economic, political and social
institutions, and addressing the underlying agential grievances and structural
faultlines; b.) disruption of flow of inputs (i.e. personnel, money, and information)
from the sources of insurgency to dispersed insurgent theatres worldwide; and c.)
prevention or amelioration of local communal and sectarian conflicts which
generate societal grievances on which insurgent systems can prey.(123)
By applying the indirect or 'soft' approach of de-linking the domestic guerrilla
forces both from their surrounding local population (on the national level) and
also from other insurgents with mass bases (on the regional and global levels),
Kilcullen argues that the former will be severely deprived of tremendous energy
and end up strategically isolated. Moreover, addressing the economic, political
and social grievances on which insurgent systems feed will gradually de-radicalize
the population and further deny the guerrilla forces a rallying cause to their
recruiting and propaganda subsystems.(124) This will ultimately marginalize
them into irrelevance to the collective aspirations of the people.(125) Eventually,
their combined strategic isolation and political irrelevance will then facilitate the
direct or 'hard' approach of eradicating the offensive and defensive capabilities of
the guerrilla forces until their organization is fully delegitimized and disbanded.
From “Public Safety and Security” to “Homeland Security”: The PPSC Proposal
of a New Philippine Homeland Security Architecture
Homeland Security Defined
The author argues that one of the ways to operationalize Kilcullen’s
disaggregation strategy in light of the impending resurgence of Islamist global
insurgency is through the indigenization of homeland security in the Philippines.

(121) Ibid, 38.
(122) David Kilcullen, “Countering Global Insurgency,” Counterinsurgency, 175-180.
(123) David Kilcullen, "Countering Global Insurgency," (2004): 38.
(124) Ibid, 41.
(125) Ibid.
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In its original US context, homeland security is defined as “a concerted national
effort to prevent terrorist attacks within the United States, reduce America’s
vulnerability to terrorism, and recover from and minimize the damage of attacks
that do occur.”(126) Nadav Morag further clarifies the concept as “an integrative
idea that brings together domestic preparedness, response and recovery efforts
with respect to threats,” such as large-scale terrorism […] in order to “head off and,
failing that, cope with and recover from events that could produce massive social
and economic disruption.”(127) The initial National Strategy for Homeland
Security identifies six (6) essential missions of homeland security that ought to be
viewed from policy perspective as an integrated whole rather than as fragmented
parts, namely: a.) intelligence and warning, b.) border and transportation security,
c.) domestic counterterrorism, d.) protecting critical infrastructures and key
assets, e.) defending against catastrophic threat, and f.) emergency preparedness
and response.(128)
The PPSC Model of Philippine Homeland Security
Relating and applying homeland security into the Philippine domestic context, the
author believes that homeland security may be understood as a unified enterprise
tantamount to the expansion of public safety and security sector. It can be utilized
as a national policy framework to: a.) guide the bureaucratic restructuring of the
Philippine government’s public safety and security apparatus to complement the
national defense establishment in the overall pursuit of national security and
better synchronize government-led efforts with its regional and extra-regional
counterparts in tackling transnational security threats, such as Islamic
fundamentalism, and; b.) systemically de-link the local Islamist armed threat
groups based in Southern Philippines from the Taliban-Al Qaeda alliance and the
ISIS-K in Aghanistan as well as from their regional affiliates in Southeast Asia.
In order to prevent the local Islamist insurgency movement from regaining the
militant strength and armed capability to challenge the state security forces and
reestablish an Islamic Caliphate that could replicate the success of the Taliban in
Afghanistan, the author highly recommends the indigenization of the so-called
homeland security by mainstreaming the Homeland Security Agenda for the next
administration. Originally conceptualized and spearheaded by the Philippine
Public Safety College (PPSC) under the leadership of Police Lieutenant General
Ricardo F. De Leon, Ph.D. (Ret.) together with Dr. Ananda Devi Domingo-Almase,
the Homeland Security Agenda aims to create a new homeland security
architecture in the Philippines that would bring together all government bureaus
and offices with the shared mandate of maintaining public safety and security
under a unified government agency or department, harmonize all intra- and interagency policies, strategies, programs, plans, and activities, ranging from counterradicalization to counter-terrorism in order to effectively support the local
(126) Homeland Security Council, National Strategy for Homeland Security (October 2007), 3, United States, Office of Homeland
Security, National Strategy for Homeland Security (July 2002), 2 in David A. Mcentire, Introduction to Homeland Security:
Understanding Terrorism Prevention and Emergency Management, Second Edition (New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons, Inc.), 12.
(127) Nadav Morag, “Does Homeland Security Exist Outside the United States?” Homeland Security Affairs, Vol. 7, The 9/11 Essays
(September 2011): 1.
(128) David A. Mcentire, Introduction to Homeland Security: Understanding Terrorism Prevention and Emergency Management,
Second Edition (New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons, Inc.), 13.
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government units (LGUs) as well as barangays [in countering the Islamist
insurgency].(129)
Under the proposed conceptual framework of the Homeland Security Agenda,
“terrorism and transnational crimes”—the category where the Islamist insurgency
may be subsumed—is identified as one of the domestic security challenges that
call for a whole-of-government response. In order to effectively address such
challenge, there are six (6) original key areas for an expanded public safety and
security sector in the homeland that need to be strengthened: a.) maintaining
order and keeping the peace in cities, communities and the countryside; b.)
preventing and countering radicalization, violent extremism and terrorism; c.)
curbing illegal drugs and other illicit networks of crime and corruption; d.)
protecting cyber networks and other critical infrastructures; e.) safeguarding
roads, railways, airports, seaports, coasts, and territorial seas; and f.) responding
to, mitigating and managing disasters, emergencies and pandemics.(130) After
series of consultations with relevant stakeholders during the SJPCC Sub-Cluster
Working Group Meetings in 2020, the seventh key area has been included: g.)
strengthening local governance.
Meanwhile, there are five (5) original strategic sectors in an expanded public
safety and security sector whose complex lines of coordination need to be
streamlined and harmonized in order to effectively perform the tasks under the
abovementioned key areas, and contribute to the de-linking of the local Islamist
threat armed groups from their material and ideational sources of power both at
home and abroad: a.) National Security Council; b.) National Peace and Order
Council; c.) Anti-Terrorism Council; d.) Justice Sector Coordinating Council, and;
e.) National Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Council.(131) Later on, the
sixth strategic sector has been included; f.) Local Government Sector. All of the
inter-agency bodies, national government agencies, local government units,
bureaus, and offices involved here may then be viewed as the totality of the
envisioned Philippine homeland security enterprise.

(129) Ricardo F. De Leon, Marlon V. Rufo, and Mark Davis M. Pablo, “Preventing and Countering Violent Extremism in the
Philippines: Grassroots Empowerment and Development of Homeland Security Framework,” Counter Terrorist Trends and
Analyses Vol. 10, Issue 8 (August 2018): 16.
(130) Ricardo F. De Leon, “A Framework for Homeland Strategy: Building Internal Capacity and Broadening Public Safety and
Security,” Philippine Public Safety Review 2, no. 2 (2016): 7-9.
(131) Ibid.
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Image 8. Conceptual Framework for Philippine Homeland Security
Source: Ricardo F. De Leon (132)

The centerpiece of the Homeland Security Agenda is the envisioned
transformation or rightsizing of the Department of the Interior and Local
Government (DILG) into the Department of Local Government and Homeland
Security (DLGHS). The primary mission of the future DLGHS is to fully integrate
and coordinate all homeland security-related policies, strategies, and operations
in relation to the dynamic changes in the security environment,(133) especially in
light of the rise of the Taliban in Afghanistan and the anticipated strategic
competition between Al Qaeda and the Islamic State. The DLGHS shall become the
lead implementing agency of the Anti-Terrorism Council (ATC) in the prevention
and countering of radicalization, violent extremism and terrorism(134) under the
greater umbrella of countering the Islamist insurgency. Moreover, it will be tasked
to establish international partnerships with foreign counterparts for more robust
intelligence sharing, personnel training and exchange.(135) It will also be
complementary to the Department of National Defense (DND) whose original
mandate is external or territorial defense.(136)
The massive bureaucratic restructuring that shall take place under the Homeland
Security Agenda seeks to adopt a more proactive and comprehensive posture to
countering the Islamist insurgency. This can be attained through the
mainstreaming of the principle of subsidiarity whereby local government units
(132) The conceptual framework for Philippine homeland security has been updated to include “strengthening local governance” as
one of the mission areas of an expanded public safety and “local government sector” as one of the strategic sectors in public safety in
the Philippines as per series of consultations with relevant stakeholders during the SJPCC Sub-Cluster Working Group Meetings in
2020. Source: Ibid.
(133) Marlon V. Rufo and Mark Davis M. Pablo, “Combatting Daesh-Inspired Violent Extremism and Terrorism through the
Institutionalization of Homeland Security Agenda in the Philippines,” Philippine Public Safety Review, Vol. 5 (1): 114-115.
(134) Ibid.
(135) Ricardo F. De Leon, Marlon V. Rufo, and Mark Davis M. Pablo, “Preventing and Countering Violent Extremism in the
Philippines: Grassroots Empowerment and Development of Homeland Security Framework,” Counter Terrorist Trends and
Analyses Vol. 10, Issue 8 (August 2018): 16.
(136) Ananda Devi Domingo-Almase emphasizes that the public safety domain is civilian in nature and one that adopts interagency, multi-sectoral, and whole-of-society approach in ensuring the safety of the Filipino people in the homeland. She stresses
that strengthening and broadening public safety for internal peace and security is a strategic line of action that ought to be
separated from modernization of the military for external defense. (Ananda Devi Domingo-Almase, “From Policy to Strategy: The
Quest for a Real National Security in the Philippines,” Philippine Public Safety Raview, Philippine Public Safety Review 2, no. 2
(2016).
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(LGUs) and barangays, especially in conflict-affected areas in Southern
Philippines ought to become the lead actors in the Islamist counterinsurgency.
They must be provided sufficient tools, resources, incentive structures, and
disciplinary mechanisms to effectively govern their respective jurisdictions in
order to achieve dominance in the information warfare over the propaganda
machines of the Taliban-Al Qaeda alliance and the Islamic State. The LGUs and
barangays must be fully capacitated to address the kaleidoscope of factors that
may render segments of their local population susceptible to radicalization, such
as: a.) individual socio-psychological factors; b.) social factors; c.) political factors;
d.) ideological and religious dimensions; e.) the role of culture and identity issues;
f.) trauma and other trigger mechanisms; g.) group dynamics; h.)
radicalizers/groomers, and; i.) the role of social media.(137) Furthermore, the
author advocates for the institutional empowerment of the LGUs and barangays
through an expanded Retooled Community Support Program (RCSP). Under
RCSP, they will be tasked to determine the key issues of their local communities
which might be exploited by Islamist insurgents and implement programs,
projects and activities to tackle such issues(138) in order to prevent any escalation
of security threat.
The LGUs and barangays shall be supported by an intelligence-led homeland
security apparatus composed of the core (Philippine National Police, Bureau of
Jail Management and Penology, Bureau of Fire Protection, and Philippine
Homeland Security University) and support bureaus (Philippine Drug
Enforcement Agency, Philippine Coast Guard, security office of the Bureau of
Customs, Office of Transportation Security, Bureau of Immigration, and Bureau of
Quarantine)(139) —with the DLGHS having direct line of authority over the core
bureaus and indirect line of authority over the support bureaus. The primary
objective of the core and support bureaus is to assist the LGUs in severing the
eight (8) links—as enumerated by Kilcullen—that bind the local Islamist armed
threat groups with their regional and global counterparts, especially those in
Afghanistan in order to contribute in the attainment and sustainment of target
objectives under each of the seven (7) mission areas of an expanded public safety,
as shown in the PPSC model.
The author hopes that the Homeland Security Agenda, in general, and the
transformation/rightsizing of DILG into DLGHS as the lead implementing agency
of the ATC, in particular, shall lead to the following strategic outcomes: a.)
synchronized domestic intelligence apparatus; b.) rationalized use of material and
financial resources; c.) efficient granting and regulation of permits and licenses;
d.) well-coordinated and rapid response to domestic security challenges; e.)
enhanced culture of joint-ness/interoperability among concerned offices, and; f.)
well-aligned institutional design with the [1987 Constitution].(140)

(137) Al Qalam Institute in Mark Davis M. Pablo, “Preventing and Countering Youth Radicalization in the Philippines: The Public
Safety and Security Perspective,” (Powerpoint Presentation), Public Safety Officers Advanced Course (OAC) on PCVEI, 12 October
2018.
(138) Department of the Interior and Local Government, DILG Memorandum Circular No. 2019-169, Philippine Government.
(139) Ricardo F. De Leon, “The Creation of the Department of Local Government and Homeland Security,” (Powerpoint
Presentation), IATF on Federalism and Constitutional Reform Meeting of Cluster on National Territory and Security, Department of
National Defense, 28 March 2019.
(140) Ibid.
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Latest Developments on Homeland Security Policy Advocacy
The Philippine public safety and security sector has already taken initial concrete
steps in order to translate the Homeland Security Agenda into concrete public
policy. On June 7, 2018, the DILG released Department Order No. 2018-545 which
paved way for the creation of an Inter-Agency Technical Working Group (TWG)
for the proposed Department of [Local Government and] Homeland Security.(141)
During the series of consultations with relevant stakeholders, the TWG produced a
draft bill entitled, “Local Government and Homeland Security Act of 2019” which
explicitly mentions the future mandates and encapsulates the future
organizational structure of DLGHS.(142) During the hearing of FY 2020 proposed
budget of the DILG and its attached agencies before the Senate Committee on
Finance, DILG Secretary Eduardo M. Año acknowledged the Homeland Security
Agenda as one of the top priority agendas of the department in the 18th Congress.
(143)

CONCLUSION
The stunning retreat of the US-led Multi-National Force and the consequent
Taliban capture of the Afghan state is arguably the most significant development
in contemporary non-traditional security discourse. It ushers a new era of
strategic competition between the two main transnational terrorist groups vying
for international jihadist leadership—Al Qaeda and the Islamic State—which, in
effect, catapults once again the threat of Islamic fundamentalism or Islamism into
the global limelight. The emerging dynamic between these main jihadist actors in
the Afghan theater of operations is highly likely to have substantial impact on
worldwide Islamist movements, including the local Islamist insurgency based in
Southern Philippines. The intensification of information warfare between the two
rival jihadist camps in social and tri-media may or may not lead to strategic
realignments among the local Islamist armed threat groups, depending on which
jihadist camp is able to gain politico-military dominance in Afghanistan and
provide inputs, such as manpower, materiel and money to the local jihadists.
Meanwhile, the prolongation of political instability in Afghanistan could
eventually transform the contested spaces in the country as incubators of new
terror cells from both Islamist camps as well as launching pads for future
transnational terrorist attacks.
With the specter of Islamist insurgency looming over the horizon, the author
highly recommends the indigenization of homeland security through the
adoption and implementation of the Homeland Security Agenda: a.) the
streamlining and harmonization of the complex lines of coordination between and
among the six (6) strategic sectors in public safety, namely the National Security
Council, National Peace and Order Council, Anti-Terrorism Council, Justice Sector
Coordinating Council, National Disaster Risk Reduction and Management
Council, and Local Government Sector in order to successfully craft and
(141) Marlon V. Rufo and Mark Davis M. Pablo, “Combatting Daesh-Inspired Violent Extremism and Terrorism through the
Institutionalization of Homeland Security Agenda in the Philippines,” Philippine Public Safety Review, 116.
(142) Ibid.
(143) Ibid.
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implement a full-spectrum, whole-of-government counterinsurgency strategy,
from counter-radicalization to counter-terrorism, and; b.) the passage of the Local
Government and Homeland Security Act of 2019 leading to the transformation or
rightsizing of the DILG into DLGHS as the lead implementing agency of the ATC.
The author hopes that the next administration will certify these interventions in
the public safety and security sector as urgent as such landmark security policy
reform could contribute largely to the realization of the strategic objectives of the
National Security Policy 2017-2022 and the National Security Strategy 2018, help
prevent another Marawi-style territorial takeover of urban centers, and stem the
new tide of Islamist terror in the Philippines.

Personal Note:
The author dedicates this journal article to the late CDR Rostum J. Bautista, MNSA
(Res.), former Chief, Research and Special Studies Division, National Defense
College of the Philippines.
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Consequence Management in the Philippines:
Attaining the Philippine National Security Strategy
through Disaster Risk Reduction and Management
Joe-Mar S Perez, MPA, MDRR.**

Following the “all-hazards” concept in the field of Disaster Risk
Reduction and Management (DRRM), the National Disaster Risk
Reduction and Management Council (NDRRMC) established
mechanisms not just to address the effects of typhoons, earthquakes
and volcanic eruptions but also to provide consequence
management support in response to national security issues. A
common example of consequence management is the provision of
social services to internally displaced population during armed
conflict situations.
While consequence management has always been identified as
the interface of DRRM with the National Security Strategy (NSS),
there remains the need to address the lack of enabling and
responsive policies, guidelines and references that will define and
operationalize consequence management as part of the overall
national security intervention.
This article aims to provide a working definition for the concept
of consequence management in support to the Philippine NSS. It is
divided into three parts. First, it explores the existing policies, plans
and mechanisms of the NDRRMC that are relevant to consequence
management such as the National Disaster Response Plan for
Consequence Management due to Terrorist Attacks. Second, it
examines the case of the Marawi Siege in 2017, specifically on the
activities that have been relevant to consequence management.
Third, it provides recommendation for the operational definition of
consequence management to support the NSS that is anchored on
the pillars of safeguarding the country’s national unity, democracy
and social institutions; ensuring the security and sovereignty of the
State; and protecting the people from all forms of threat.
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Introduction

I

n the field of Disaster Risk Reduction and Management (DRRM), it has
been a common expectation to associate disasters with natural hazards
such as typhoons, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, landslides, floods and climate
change. However, disasters are more than the usual hazards mentioned as there is
a need to integrate factors such as technology, environment, society, culture and
politics. Notably, among the factors associated with disasters is human security.
In the Philippines, DRRM continues to increase attention not only due to the
growing complexities of natural hazards but also the prevailing human security
threats. According to the National Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Plan
(NDRRMP) (2020, 26) by the National Disaster Risk Reduction and Management
Council (NDRRMC), the country’s disaster risk landscape is uncertain and
complex due to a wide range of hazards and risks brought about by climate
variability and change, environmental change, economic development,
technological advancement, security threats, and socio-economic factors, among
others. Security threat, as a human-induced hazard, is underscored as
determinant of disaster risk. Human induced hazards further increase risks to
already poor and vulnerable populations (NDRRMP 2020, 26). Further, in the
National Disaster Response Plan (NDRP) for Consequence Management due to
Terrorism (2017, 3), disasters in the country is described as the “new normal”,
characterized by the increasing frequency, magnitude and scope, as well as the
blurring division between disasters brought about by natural and human-induced
cases.
At the global scale, the country is ranked as the ninth (9th) country that is most at
risk to disasters, according to the World Risk Report (2020, 7). The World Risk
Report is an annual publication for the assessment of disaster risk of countries
globally, with attribution as to how climate change has adverse impacts on human
security (World Risk Report 2020, 19).
Along this line, the Philippine government has established the National Security
Strategy (NSS), with the vision “a safe and secure Philippines, at peace with itself
and its neighbors, where its citizens are allowed to reach their full potential
through the promotion of social justice and harmony, political stability, sound
environmental management, and economic progress.” In the context of DRRM, the
vision of the NSS can be attained consequentially through the implementation of
disaster management approaches to keep people protected, sustain their needs,
especially the vulnerable ones, and maintain order in times of security-related
emergencies. Hence, “consequence management” came into the picture, which is
generally described as the provision of support services to communities during
human security emergencies such as armed conflict situations.
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While consequence management has been identified as the interface of DRRM
with the NSS, it is important to explore current policies, guidelines and references
that define and operationalize consequence management as part of the overall
national security intervention. However, there is presently no NDRRMC document
or reference that provides the operational definition of consequence management.
This article aims to provide a working definition for the concept of consequence
management in support to the Philippine NSS. It is divided into three (3) parts.
First, it explores the existing policies, plans and mechanisms of the NDRRMC that
are relevant to consequence management. Second, it examines the case of the
Marawi Siege in 2017, specifically on the activities that have been relevant to
consequence management. Third, it provides recommendation for the operational
definition of consequence management to support the NSS that is anchored on
the pillars of safeguarding the country’s national unity, democracy and social
institutions; ensuring the security and sovereignty of the State; and protecting the
people from all forms of threat.

POLICIES RELATED TO CONSEQUENCE MANAGEMENT
Among the primary references for NSS is the National Security Policy (NSP) 20172022. National security is described as “a state or condition wherein the people’s
welfare, well-being, ways of life; government and its institutions; territorial
integrity; sovereignty; and core values are enhanced and protected.” It is anchored
on three (3) pillars: (1) safeguarding the Philippines’ national unity, its democracy
and its social institutions; (2) ensuring the security of the State and preserving and
protecting its sovereignty, territorial integrity, and institutions; and (3) protection
of properties, infrastructures and keeping people safe from all forms of threats,
both here and abroad, and to the extent possible creating jobs to bring back home
overseas Filipinos (NSP 2017, 2-3). With this, the NSS aims to attain the vision of “a
safe and secure Philippines, at peace with itself and its neighbors, where its
citizens are allowed to reach their full potential through the promotion of social
justice and harmony, political stability, sound environmental management, and
economic progress.” (NSP 2017, 4).
Relating the founding principles of NSS as provided for in the NSP, it can be
observed that consequence management is instrumental to attain the goal of
ensuring safety and security of communities not only by eliminating the threat
itself but also by managing the emerging impacts. As such, consequence
management can be linked in the following NSS elements: (1) guarantee public
safety and achieve good governance; (2) mitigate the impact of health related
threats; (3) develop a dynamic, inclusive, and sustainable economy; (4) achieve
food and water security; (5) safeguard and preserve national sovereignty and
territorial integrity; (6) heighten consciousness and pride on Filipino heritage,
culture and values; (7) promote human and ecological security; (8) achieve energy
security; (9) ensure maritime and airspace security; (10) strengthen international
relations; (11) provide strong cyber infrastructure and cyber security; and (12)
improve vital transportation infrastructure and port security (NDRRMP 2020, 25).
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To explore the concept of consequence management in DRRM and its relation
with NSS, it is important to examine all relevant policies of the NDRRMC
supporting it. As provided for in Republic Act (RA) 10121, otherwise known as the
Philippine DRRM Act of 2010, in Section 2 (i), it is specified as a policy of the State
to “Mainstream disaster risk reduction into the peace process and conflict
resolution approaches in order to minimize loss of lives and damage to property,
and ensure that communities in conflict zones can immediately go back to their
normal lives during periods of intermittent conflicts.” Clearly, there is a
recognition in the law that DRRM approaches should be integrated in national
security interventions, particularly the peace process and conflict resolution
approaches, with the purpose of saving lives and protecting the communities.
Further, looking into the definition of disaster in Section 3 of RA 10121:
“a serious disruption of the functioning of a community or a society involving
widespread human, material, economic or environmental losses and impacts,
which exceeds the ability of the affected community or society to cope using its
own resources. Disasters are often described as a result of the combination of:
the exposure to a hazard; the conditions of vulnerability that are present; and
insufficient capacity or measures to reduce or cope with the potential negative
consequences, Disaster impacts may include loss of life, injury, disease and
other negative effects on human, physical, mental and social well-being,
together with damage to property, destruction of assets, loss of services, Social
and economic disruption and environmental degradation.”

The above definition describes the impacts that disasters bring to communities in
the form of human, material, economic and environmental losses. Notably, these
impacts apply not only to usual natural hazards but also in times of human
security threats, especially the large-scale armed conflict situations. In this
context, human security emergencies can be considered as a “disaster” per
definition of RA 10121.
In response to disasters, Section 6 of RA 10121 requires the development of the
National Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Framework (NDRRMF), which
shall provide for a comprehensive, all-hazards, multi-sectoral, inter-agency and
community-based approach to disaster risk reduction and management. “Allhazards”, in this context, pertains to all types of hazards, whether natural or
human-induced. As defined in the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction,
all-hazards approach means to strengthen technical and scientific capacity to
capitalize on and consolidate existing knowledge and to develop and apply
methodologies and models to assess disaster risks, vulnerabilities and exposure to
all hazards (NDRRMP 2020, 5). This means that interventions for DRRM will have
to cut across all types of hazards, to include the consequences brought about by
natural security concerns.
The all-hazard approach was further institutionalized in 2016 through the Joint
Memorandum Circular (JMC) by the NDRRMC and the National Security Council
(NSC). Taking lessons from the past major disasters such as Typhoon Pablo in 2012
and Typhoon Yolanda in 2013, the interventions of lawlessness and criminality
adds to the complexities of emergency situations. Hence, the NDRRMC and NSC
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entered into a joint agreement in order to provide strategic guide on the
formulation of contingency plans not just for natural but also for human-induced
hazards (NDRRMC and NSC JMC No. 1 s 2016, 2-3). Specifically, the JMC provides
for the operationalization of both the NDRRMC and its networks along with the
Crisis Management Committees (CMCs). In the Contingency Planning Guidebook
(2020, 13-14), the interface of DRRMCs and CMCs are highlighted. As the CMCs
proceed with crisis response, the DRRMC focus on addressing the needs of
communities resulting from the crisis situation. Categorically, this role of the
DRRMC in crisis intervention, as differentiated from the CMC, is about
consequence management.
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Figure 1: Stakeholders in Contingency Planning at the National, Regional and
Local Levels (Contingency Planning Guidebook 2020, 14)
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To operationalize the all-hazards approach in DRRM and the consequence
management operations, the NDRRMC issued the NDRP for Consequence
Management due to Terrorism in 2017. The NDRP provides the government’s
strategic action to facilitate response assistance for managing the consequences of
terrorism related incidents. It aims to ensure the timely, effective and coordinated
response by providing support assistance to the areas affected by terrorist acts
(NDRP 2017, 4).
The NDRP puts premium on the role of local government units (LGUs) supported
by the National Government. It relies on the capacities and capabilities of the
LGUs, with recognition of the fact that the needs of communities are directly felt at
the ground. The LGUs are at the forefront to cater to the needs of communities
impacted by terrorist related incidents. With emphasis on the concepts of selfreliance and mutual-help, the LGUs will have to ensure full utilization of available
resources before seeking assistance from neighboring LGUs or higher entities
(NDRP 2017, 6).
The NDRP encapsulates all available contingencies and resources to augment the
needs of the LGUs. Resources will come from the government, non-government
organizations, private sectors, volunteer groups, and other response operations
key actors (NDRP 2017, 6). For this purpose, the NDRP institutionalized Response
Clusters. Led by the Department of Social Welfare and Development (DSWD) as
the Vice Chairperson for Disaster Response, the Response Clusters are organized
groups of agencies with the purpose of providing predictable leadership and
directed strategies for coordination during disaster response. The Response
Clusters enables focused response operations on the field as well as efficient
coordination with existing Humanitarian Clusters of International Country teams
(NDRP 2017, 6).
To facilitate consequence management as a result of terrorist activities, the 11
Response Clusters organized by the NDRP are as follows:
Search, Rescue and Retrieval Cluster
The Search, Rescue and Retrieval Cluster is led by the Armed Forces of the
Philippines (AFP). The operations of this Response Cluster is paramount to save
lives and minimize possible casualties or victims by ensuring they are
rescued/retrieved in an event of terrorism-related incidents. The Cluster also
operates in areas affected by Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear
(CBRN) incidents (NDRP 2017, 56).
Emergency Telecommunications Cluster
The Emergency Telecommunications Cluster is led by the Department of
Information and Communications Technology (DICT)**. Recognizing that terrorist
attacks may result in unavailability of communications to support information

**In the NDRP, leadership for the Emergency Telecommunications Cluster was under the Office of Civil Defense but was eventually
transferred to the Department of Information and Communications Technology upon its establishment.
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gathering and dissemination, the Cluster works to ensure uninterrupted, effective,
reliable and timely emergency telecommunications in support to the works of
other actors (NDRP 2017, 66).
Health Cluster
The Health Cluster is led by the Department of Health (DOH). The Cluster aims to
provide immediate, appropriate, adequate medical supplies, materials, equipment
and other logistics required for health-related response operations in the
management of terrorist-related incidents (NDRP 2017, 71).
Law and Order Cluster
The Law and Order is led by the Philippine National Police (PNP). Its objective is
to provide assistance in terrorist affected areas by providing security to the other
Response Clusters; providing traffic management to facilitate movement of
people, goods and equipment; providing information on disaster response
operations; and maintaining community policing (NDRP 2017, 80).
Camp Coordination and Camp Management Cluster
The Camp Coordination and Camp Management is led by the Department of
Social Welfare and Development (DSWD). It supports the LGUs in undertaking all
means of pre-emptive or force evacuation; providing assistance in management of
evacuation of individuals and families; and ensuring delivery of services to the
victims inside and outside the evacuation centers (NDRP 2017, 87).
Internally Displaced Persons Protection Cluster
The Internally Displaced Persons Protection Cluster is also led by the DSWD. It
aims to support and enhance capacities to ensure that protection issues do not
arise in emergency situations and mitigate any concerns that may issues while
people are inside the evacuation centers (NDRP 2017, 92).
Food and Non-Food Items Cluster
The Food and Non-Food Items Cluster is likewise led by the DSWD. It operates by
providing food items that are nutritious, age-appropriate and are socially and
culturally acceptable. Further, it provides non-food items to the affected
population during the emergency phase (NDRP 2017, 96).
Logistics Cluster
The Logistics Cluster is led by the Office of Civil Defense (OCD). It aims to provide
responsive, effective and efficient logistics support for the Response Clusters to
implement respective operations through the deployment of forces, synchronized
logistics operations, and assistance in rehabilitation work (NDRP 2017, 103).
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Education Cluster
The Education Cluster is led by the Department of Education (DepEd). It ensures
immediate access of all children in affected areas to quality education in a safe
and secure environment. The Cluster also works to facilitate a return to normalcy
through strengthened systems, tools and effective partnerships on education
(NDRP 2017, 115).
Management of the Dead and the Missing Cluster
The Management of the Dead and the Missing Cluster is led by the Department of
the Interior and Local Government (DILG). It provides assistance in the proper
identification and disposition of human remains in a sanitary and dignified
manner with caution to prevent unwanted social and psychological impact on the
bereaved family and the community (NDRP 2017, 122).
Philippine International Humanitarian Assistance Cluster
The Philippine International Humanitarian Assistance Cluster is led by the
Department of Foreign Affairs (DFA). It provides mechanism and institutional
framework for coordination of incoming and outgoing international
humanitarian assistance as result of disasters (NDRP 2017, 128).
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Below is the table of all the Response Clusters with corresponding lead agencies
and members:

Table 1: Response Clusters, Lead and Members (Cluster Approach by the Office of
Civil Defense, 2020)
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In terms of organization structure, the Response Clusters is led by the DSWD with
the OCD as the Operational Coordinator. The organization structure is as follows:

Figure 2: Organization Structure of Response Clusters (Cluster Approach by the
Office of Civil Defense, 2020)
Coordination with the Military
For consequence management operations due to terrorist-activities, the NDRP
highlights the overall mandate and capabilities of the AFP. During disaster
response operations, the AFP have available units with wide span of expertise and
enormous resources that are ready for deployment (NDRP 2017, 44).
Specific mechanisms have been identified for the linkage with the AFP. For
faciltiating international assistance, the AFP acts as the conduit of Foreign
Militaries and establishes close coordinaton with NDRRMC through the
Philippine International Humanitarian Assistance Cluster led by the DFA (NDRP
2017, 45).
Coordinating centers have also been institutionalized for military coordination.
The Multi-National Coordinatjon Center (MNCC) serves as the miltiary
coordination mechanism center that faciltiates linkage and cooperation among
foreign miltiary forces with the AFP to assist in humanitarian operations. The
Philippine government determines support priorities and articulates to the
MNCC. Another center is the Civilian-Miltiary Coordination Center (CMCC),
which provides liaising and coordination between Athe FP capabilities and other
agencies both local and abroad (NDRP 2017, 45).
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To formalize the coordination, the Civilian-Military Coordination (CMCoord) has
been organized. (CMCoord) is an essential dialogue and interaction between
civilian and military actors in hunanitarian emergencies that seek to protect and
promote humanitaran principles, avoid competition, minimize inconsistency and
pursue common goals. The MNCC and CMCC provide support in humanitarian
assistance and disaster response through the CMCoord process (NDRP 2017, 45).
It is also important to note how the Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19) pandemic
has resulted to ramifications on the NDRRMC’s approach for consequence
management. Even if the all-hazards approach is in place, COVID-19 brought to
light the weaknesses and gaps of current policies, systems, and structures; and
makes a compelling case for the consideration of a broad range of current,
emerging, cascading, and complex hazards in risk reduction and resiliencebuilding (NDRRMP 2021, 29). There is now an attribution that risk reduction in the
Philippines has moved beyond the usual DRRM and Climate Change Adaptation
(CCA) approaches, and has taken on a resilience lens, to harmonize DRRM, CCA
and human security (NDRRMP 2020, 29). In other words, the concept of national
security has become more complex as it has to co-exist with other existing hazards,
to include health hazards like COVID-19, thereby requiring more complex
consequence management interventions and more comprehensive resiliencebuilding efforts.
Overall, the NDRRMC has established DRRM mechanisms to support the NSS
through consequence management. Such is embodied in RA 10121 and the
relevant national documents and policies. However, it is important to note that
while the mechanisms are already in place, consequence management is yet to be
defined operationally. Nonetheless, it is clearly indicated in the NDRP how the
NDRRMC provides support for the NSS through the operationalization of the
Response Clusters.

CONSEQUENCE MANAGEMENT DURING THE 2017 MARAWI SIEGE
The case of the Marawi Siege in 2017 is an example of how consequence
management process was applied. According to the Bangon Marawi
Comprehensive Rehabilitation and Recovery Program (BMCRRP) (2018, 98), the
Marawi Siege started on May 23, 2017, when government forces clashed with
Islamic State militants to capture Isnilon Hapilon, the top commander of the
group Abu Sayyaf. At the time, organized militants, composed of members of the
Abu Sayyaf and the Maute Group, foreign recruits, and even child soldiers, laid
siege to Marawi City in order to declare it as an Islamic State caliphate. The battle
lasted for five (5) months, making it the longest conflict to take place in the
Philippines after World War II. On October 16, 2017, the top leaders Isnilon
Hapilon and Omar Maute were killed and the following day, Marawi City was
officially declared by President Rodrigo Duterte as “liberated from the terrorist
influence.” To contain the violence and restore order, the entire Mindanao was
placed under Martial law until the end of 2018 (BMCRRP 2018, 98).
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To create a unified and comprehensive effort for the rehabilitation and
reconstruction of Marawi City and other affected localities, Task Force Bangon
Marawi (TFBM) was established on June 28, 2017. The TFBM has been tasked to
meet the immediate needs of internally displaced persons (IDPs) and affected
families as well as to develop and facilitate implementation of the BMCRRP, the
main reference for Marawi City’s overall rehabilitation and recovery. The Task
Force was initially chaired by the Secretary of the Department of National Defense
(DND) during its first meeting on July 7, 2017 to address various concerns on
reconstruction; housing; health and social welfare; business and livelihood; peace
and order; legal support; information management and strategic communications
support; and finance and resource mobilization support. With the liberation of
Marawi City on October 17, 2017, the TFBM was reorganized and the Chairperson
of the Housing and Urban Development Coordinating Council (HUDCC)** as the
new chairperson, which signaled the start of the reconstruction (BMCRRP 2018, 5).
In terms of consequences, the Marawi Siege generally caused the loss of lives
among civilians and combatants, the displacement of thousands of individuals
and families, the loss of income and livelihood, and the destruction of public
infrastructure and private properties, (BMCRRP 2018, 15). In terms of casualties,
based on consolidated reports, around 168 uniformed officials and personnel from
the government’s security forces were killed. The AFP estimates that around 924
individuals were killed on the part of Maute Group and allied terrorists based on
battle reports and retrieval operations. As of August 3, 2018, around 114 casualties
have been identified as civilian casualties. Around 88 individuals have been
reported as missing by families and relatives (BMCRRP 2018, 16).
Displacement was also a major consequence. Bombing, shelling, and urban
warfare reduced Marawi City to rubble and displaced around 98 percent of the
population (BMCRRP 2018, 98). Based on DSWD’s records, the IDPs were around
353,921 individuals belonging to 77,170 families (BMCRRP 2018, 16). Many
displaced families have endured more than a year in evacuation centers (BMCRRP
2018, 98).
In terms of economic impacts, the total losses incurred are estimated at PHP 6.74
billion, while the total amount for recovery, rehabilitation, and developmental
needs is estimated at PHP 51.65 billion (BMCRRP 2018, xii).
Support Services and Assistance for Communities
The Sub-committee on Health and Social Welfare of the TFBM, led by the DSWD
and DOH, has provided general welfare services to IDPs. Specifically, the DSWD
has provided food, non-food items, and cash-for-work to displaced residents in
their respective barangays, amounting to around PHP 477 million under the
Kambalingan sa Marawi (BMCRRP 2018, 26). Moreover, the DOH has provided a
range of health, nutritional, and psychosocial services. These included medical

**The functions of HUDCC, together with Housing and Land Use Regulatory Board (HLURB), have been absorbed by the Department
of Human Settlements and Urban Development
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consultations, nutritional assessments, immunization, counseling on
breastfeeding, vaccinations, deworming, prenatal care, and water, sanitation and
hygiene (WASH) services (BMCRRP 2018, 26). The DOH and DSWD have also
prevented disease outbreaks through the deployment of 167 health teams to
monitor health conditions of IDPs in evacuation centers (BMCRRP 2018, 26)
In terms of education services, the DepEd established a coordination mechanism
to effectively track and facilitate the enrollment of displaced learners in receiving
schools nationwide. Moreover, to enable both students and teachers to cope with
the impact of the crisis, DepEd initiated sessions on psychological first aid, which
have benefited around 15,474 displaced learners. Also, to accommodate the surge
of enrollees in schools that accepted displaced learners, DepEd has installed
around 64 tents/temporary learning spaces and provided 19,085 chairs and
armchairs (BMCRRP 2018, 26).
The Office of the Presidential Adviser on the Peace Process (OPAPP) engaged
partners to determine the priority peacebuilding needs and interventions. The
assessment included conversations with stakeholders in several sectors to uncover
varying perspectives on the crisis and o address the key underlying drivers of
conflict. The OPAPP has also conducted psychosocial interventions and been
engaged in peacebuilding efforts and talks with the youth and women in
evacuation centers (BMCRRP 2018, 28).
The LGU of Marawi City and the TFBM implemented the Kambisita—a visitation
program that allowed displaced families to visit their homes from April 1, 2018 to
May 10, 2018. Around 10,835 families, or 77,700 individuals were able to go back to
their homes to retrieve their personal belongings. Military and medical teams
were present during the visits to ensure the security and safety of all residents
(BMCRRP 2018, 29).
Clearing Operations
Debris and rubbles brought about by the conflict have also been a major concern.
With this, the Department of Public Works and Highways (DPWH) spearheaded
the clearing operations. In October 2017, the DPWH had already cleared a total of
37 kilometers, and all road networks had been cleared by the end of January 2018.
The road clearing operations increased the mobility
Temporary Shelters
Families and individuals have been accommodated to evacuation centers as a
result of the conflict. However, there is a need to decongest evacuation centers due
to increasing IDPs. With this, the NHA led the construction of temporary shelters
in the barangay of Sagonsongan in Marawi City. As of August 2018, around 1,112
transitory housing units have been completed (BMCRRP 2018, 27).
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Emergency Livelihood
Given the prolonged stay of communities inside and outside evacuation centers,
there has been a need to provide emergency livelihood options. The Department
of Labor and Employment (DOLE) provided 30-day emergency employment
through the Tulong Panghanapbuhay sa Ating Disadvantaged/Displaced Workers
Program, which has benefitted 4,614 IDPs from Lanao del Norte and Misamis
Oriental.The Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) and the Technical
Education and Skills Development Authority (TESDA) also conducted livelihood
and skills training sessions on garment/dress making, food processing, agri-crops
production, woodworking and carpentry, pastry making, silk screen printing, and
massage therapy, among others. Said training sessions have been complemented
by livelihood start-up kits, microfinancing, flexible recovery loans, retail lending
schemes, and designated agricultural production sites provided by the DTI, the
Department of Agriculture (DA), and the Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic
Resources (BFAR) (BMCRRP 2018, 27).
Maintenance of Peace and Order
The DND and DILG, as the lead of the Sub-committee on Security, Peace, and
Order of the TFBM, strengthened community safety and security in Marawi City.
Specifically, said agencies have increased the capacity of the police, extended the
coverage of security operations, and sustained engagement with sultans and
ulamas who are essential o resolving conflict and preventing extremism in the
area. Moreover, the City Government of Marawi has intensified its City AntiTerrorism Advocacy Awareness program (BMCRRP 2018, 28).
Complementation with Local Governments and Other Partners
It is important to note that the national government efforts, primarily through the
TFBM, have been established to support the initial efforts at the ground. Works
have been made by the City Government of Marawi, the Provincial Government of
Lanao del Sur, and the Regional Government of Autonomous Region in Muslim
Mindanao (ARMM) in responding to the emergency and security needs of the
residents of Marawi City. From the onset of the conflict, the City Government
conducted relief operations, including providing sacks of rice and goods to the
affected population (BMCRRP 2018, 29).
Aside from the local government efforts, non-government organizations (NGOs),
development partners, and the private sector have provided support to the
displaced population scattered across Lanao del Sur, Lanao del Norte, and
Misamis Oriental. Their interventions supplemented the government’s assistance
to the affected communities (BMCRRP 2018, 29).
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ANALYSIS: OPERATIONALIZATION OF CONSEQUENCE MANAGEMENT
The NDRRMC institutionalized the Response Clusters to provide for consequence
management operations due to terrorist-related incidents. In the case of the
Marawi Siege, the TFBM has been established to lead all requirements pertaining
to humanitarian assistance, early recovery and rehabilitation in the affected areas.
Although the intended Response Clusters and other mechanisms of NDRRMC
were not fully applied for the response, some operational portions have been
activated based on mandated tasks of agencies. Further, consequence
management interventions have been evident in the operations of the TFBM, with
focus on support services and assistance for communities, especially the IDPs,
clearing operations, temporary shelters, emergency livelihood, and maintenance
of peace and order, among others. Moreover, same agencies and instrumentalities
of the NDRRMC were also directly involved in the TFBM, notably the DND, OCD,
DSWD, DILG, AFP and several other national government agencies.
Taking off from the case of the Marawi Siege, the success of consequence
management is based on the following attributes:
Flexible: The basic needs of communities in a human-security related emergency
include temporary shelter, food and non-food items, livelihood, transportation
and education, among others. However, consequence management efforts should
be flexible. In particularly, strategies should be needs-driven and the
requirements could expand for even for long durations. Moreover, consequence
management should be to cater to the dynamic landscape of emergency response,
which include the changes in administrative leadership and emerging agency
tasks and commitments.
Multi-stakeholder: The consequences of a national security threat cut across
sectors and levels of governance. Response interventions will not solely focus on
suppressing and eliminating the threat itself but also on protecting the welfare of
communities and sustaining their needs. Hence, following the proper
coordination protocols, there should be a collaboration between the national
government and the LGUs concerned as well as the support of the nongovernment stakeholders.
Locally-centered: Even if the TFBM is a national government intervention, the
services are all intended to support Marawi City and the other affected LGUs.
There should be a recognition of the authority of the LGUs as the frontliners, even
in human-security related emergencies. Moreover, consequence management
support at the national level should complement the initial LGU efforts to avoid
conflicts and overlapping
In summary, consequence management, as applied in the Marawi Siege, included
wide range of interventions under the leadership of TFBM such as support
services and assistance for communities, especially the IDPs, clearing operations,
temporary shelters, emergency livelihood, and maintenance of peace and order.
With the success of the consequence management efforts, the goals of the NSS
have been realized.
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
The NSS clearly states its vision of a safe and secure country that is at peace with
its neighbors, and Filipinos are able to live in harmony with one another and
progress is sustainable. In the context of DRRM, attaining disaster resiliency is also
tantamount to achieving the National Security Vision. As disasters in the
Philippines continue to become more complex due to the prevalence of both
natural and human-induced hazards, security interventions and DRRM
mechanisms have to be integrated. Hence, consequence management has been
conceptualized as a means of providing support services to communities affected
by human security emergencies such as armed conflict situations.
With reference to RA 10121 and relevant issuances, the NDRRMC contributes to
the goals of the NSS, as embodied in the NSP, by approaching disasters as “allhazards.” This entails implementation of DRRM mechanisms that are relevant for
all types of emergencies, whether caused by natural or human-induced hazards.
As such, the NDRRMC institutionalized the Response Clusters to provide for
consequence management operations as well as the close collaboration with the
AFP.
During the operations for the Marawi Siege, the NDRRMC’s approach to
consequence management have been evident through the mandated tasks of
concerned agencies and the operations of the TFBM. Amidst challenges,
consequence management operations have been implemented because of flexible,
multi-stakeholder, and locally-centered approaches.
Presently, there is no operational definition for consequence management in any
reference of the NDRRMC. As such, the recommended operational definition of
consequence management, as embodied in the NDRRMC’s policies and the case of
the Marawi Siege, is as follows:
“Consequence management is the coordination of adaptive, multistakeholder and multi-level response interventions to support the local
government units in addressing the life-saving and sustaining needs of
communities suffering impacts from disasters or incidents, whether natural
or human-induced. Consequence management commences as soon as
impacts have disrupted the lives of communities and persists until the early
recovery period, with emphasis on ensuring people to continuously live in a
safe and secure environment amidst the existence of threats to peace,
security and resiliency.”

The recommended operational definition can be applied for all types of disasters,
to include those caused by human-security threats and integrated in the DRRM
mechanisms of the NDRRMC, thereby furthering the NSS and the vision of a safe
and secure country.
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